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IN LUCE TUA 
Comment on Contemporary AHairs by the Editor 
The Democrats' Dilemma 
During the late nineteenth century, the Republican 
party used to refer to the Democrats as "the organized 
incapacity of the nation." That classic line of political 
insult no longer holds-if indeed it ever did- but the 
current campaign for the Democratic presidential nom-
ination occasionally displays the party as what might be 
called the organized incoherence of the nation. It ap-
pears at this point that Walter Mondale has a comfort-
able lead in the delegate count, but the differences be-
tween him and Gary Hart and Jesse Jackson reflect 
divisions within the party so deep and troubling that 
the nomination that presumably is his may not be worth 
all that much. 
The problem is not a new one. There have been two 
Democratic parties since at least 1968, the year in which 
Hubert Humphrey, Lyndon Johnson's heir-designate , 
had to fight for the nomination against Robert Kennedy 
and Eugene McCarthy. Humphrey represented the New 
Deal tradition of the party, while Kennedy and 
McCarthy represented the New Politics insurgents. 
Humphrey won the nomination, but his divided party 
could not carry him past Richard Nixon in the general 
election. George McGovern claimed the party for the 
New Politics in 1972, but his humiliating loss to Nixon 
rendered that claim inglorious. 
In 1976, the Democrats turned to Jimmy Carter, who 
transcended the New Deal/New Politics division, but 
whose transcendence left him removed from all levers 
of power in the party and consequently incapable of 
governing. The Carter interlude came to a dispiriting 
end in 1980, whereupon the party returned to its now-
common fratricidal ways. The compelling presence of 
Ronald Reagan has brought a measure of unifying pur-
pose to the Democrats, but the existence of a common 
enemy cannot by itself weld a common purpose, and 
beneath the popular front surface the old antagonisms 
and mutual incomprehensions linger on. 
Walter Mondale represents the Humphrey/ New Deal 
tradition, though he has been suitably spruced up to 
take account of cultural trends that would have struck 
Franklin Roosevelt as utterly bizarre and that would 
have mystified even Hubert Humphrey. But whatever 
his necessary accommodations to the brie-and-chablis 
ethos on such issues as gay rights or feminism, Mondale 
remains in essence an exemplar of the old politics. He 
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appeals to what is left of the New Deal coalition: or-
ganized labor, white ethnics, racial minorities, old-line 
political regulars-all those for whom the Great Depres-
sion of the 1930s remains the definitive event of modern 
politics. He believes in activist government, in the 
power of Washington to remedy the evils that bedevil 
our lives and times. 
His fervent support from organized labor and the 
substance and tone of his attacks on President Reagan 
recall political currents of the Thirties. If we close our 
eyes, we can almost hear FDR appealing to the "little 
people" and denouncing the "economic royalists." It's 
the equivalent in political nostalgia of the romance of 
the disappearing frontier; instead of the last cowboy we 
have the last New Dealer. (And maybe in Ronald Rea-
gan we have the last inhabitant of the world of Norman 
Rockwell.) 
Gary Hart and Jesse Jackson, on the other hand, rep-
resent different strands of the New Politics impulse of 
the 1960s (duly adjusted, in Hart's case especially, to 
take account of subsequent developments), and that 
impulse does not always coincide comfortably with the 
New Deal tradition. Early in 1968, Arthur Schlesinger, 
Jr. wrote an essay on the state of the Democratic party 
that, mutatis mutandis, could serve today to describe the 
party's dilemma. An advocate of Robert Kennedy's 
nascent presidential effort, Schlesinger wrote off Hum-
phrey's campaign as a desiccated, played-out version 
of the New Deal. Eugene McCarthy's movement, on 
the other hand, he dismissed as "a semi-precious rally 
of the illuminati ." 
The Democrats, Schlesinger suggested, were caught 
in the cross-currents of political transition. The old 
economic issues of the Thirties were giving way to such 
new concerns as the war in Vietnam and the civil rights 
struggle, and as issues changed the fault lines of politics 
changed with them. During the New Deal politics had 
been contested on the basis of class, but in the Sixties 
and beyond, Schlesinger argued, political divisions 
would follow lines of education instead. 
The problem was that white blue-collar Democrats 
tended to be hawkish on foreign policy and unenthusi-
astic about the civil rights revolution, while college-
educated liberals relegated issues of economic security 
to a relatively low priority and looked with suspicion 
and even disdain on the ranks of organized labor. The 
two wings of the party also held very different views on 
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such cultural and social issues as abortion, women's lib, 
sexual morality, religion, crime, family, and work. If 
the Democratic coalition were not to be torn apart by 
these cross-pressures, Schlesinger concluded, the party 
would have to find a strong and creative leader, one 
who could continue to command working-class loyalties 
while also addressing himself to the interests and pre-
occupations of the better-educated and more affluent. 
Schlesinger felt that Robert Kennedy possessed both the 
personal magnetism and the breadth of ideological 
imagination to resolve the party's internal contra-
dictions. 
Schlesinger's analysis of the situation was shrewd 
(even if rooted in partisan designs) but his proposed 
solution appeared more hopeful than plausible. The 
appeal to charismatic leadership finessed the problem 
rather than solving it. It is difficult to believe that Ken-
nedy could have somehow reconciled in himself all that 
was drawing the Democrats apart. Certainly in the years 
since no one has appeared to perform the magical role 
that Schlesinger had in mind. It is not failure of leader-
ship but irreconcilability of interests that plagues the 
Democratic party. 
Thus while Mondale plays that old New Deal rag, 
Hart and Jackson are improvising discordant political 
melodies of their own. Hart represents the New Politics 
as chastened by the grim economic developments of 
the 1970s. Unlike leftists of the Sixties, he is aware of 
economic reality and knows that pipers must be paid. 
His fashionable-if politically unsexy-neoliberal fo-
cus on reindustrialization reflects that, as does his recog-
nition that the welfare state can only be expanded as 
ways are found to pay for it. On issues of foreign and 
strategic policy, he has shed the Sixties' illusion that 
the nation can somehow do without defense spending, 
but his moralizing neo-isolationism and his emphasis 
on reduction of nuclear weapons keep him safely within 
the boundaries of New Politics orthodoxy. He regularly 
chides Mondale for his subservience to the "special 
interests" (read the AFL-CIO) and he speaks vaguely 
but intensely of the need for new ideas and new leader-
ship. He is clearly the candidate of the uptown liberals. 
Jesse Jackson embodies an intriguing amalgam of 
racial politics, economic populism, and radical chic. 
He is inescapably the candidate of Black America, 
though he wants to be a great deal more than that. He 
is keenly aware that insofar as he is seen simply as the 
Black candidate he sharply narrows his appeal. Jackson 
hopes that his economic radicalism (he intends, he says, 
to end hunger in a few months and poverty in a few 
years) will help form a rainbow coalition behind his 
candidacy. 
On foreign policy he stands at the farthest edge of a 
party spectrum of views that has drifted considerably 
leftward from the strong defense, anti-Communist con-
sensus that reigned among postwar Democrats through 
the presidency of John Kennedy. Jackson proposes 
radical cuts in defense spending and a foreign policy 
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that would consistently range America on the "side of 
history," which apparently means on the side of left-
wing forces. His Third World bias is so pronounced 
that one sometimes gets the impression he is running 
not for President of the United States but Secretary-
General of the United Nations. 
It might be argued that the above analysis overstates 
the differences between the candidates and within the 
party. Mondale and Hart especially agree on enough 
fundamental matters that one cannot readily imagine 
either of them refusing to support the other after the 
nomination struggle has ended. Differences among 
Democrats, it could be said, fade into insignificance in 
light of the immense policy gulf that exists between 
party members of virtually all persuasions on the one 
hand and the Reagan Administration on the other. 
Mondale's campaign has in fact been artfully designed 
to make him appear a Democrat for all seasons. He 
straddles about as well as anyone could the divergent 
New Deal/New Politics impulses within the party. If 
there is a consensus Democrat available, it is Walter 
Mondale. 
But Mondale's effort to open himself to all factions of 
the party has not come without cost, and the nature of 
the costs involved illustrates the Democratic dilemma. 
Under pressure from New Politics activists, the party 
has moved sharply to the Left on cultural and foreign 
policy questions (even if it has moderated its leftward 
shift on economic issues in light of the stagflation of re-
cent years). And as Mondale has attempted to accom-
modate himself to those pressures, he has risked losing 
support among elements of his basic working-class con-
stituency to shrewd conservative politicians like Ronald 
Reagan. It is difficult to believe, for example, that many 
blue-collar workers can be entirely comfortable with 
Mondale's announcements that he is a feminist and that 
he supports gay rights legislation. The Republicans are 
learning to draw working-class support from Democrats 
by appealing to traditional moral and religious values. 
As long as the economy holds up, that appeal promises 
to show continued success. 
In recent years, American politics has become more 
polarized than is customary. Democrats regularly 
charge that President Reagan stands so far to the Right 
as to place himself outside the nation's mainstream 
political consensus. But they may have read things 
wrong. Reagan may hold more of the Center-or be 
less far removed from it-than the Democrats. Certain-
ly the Republicans are a more united party than are 
their opponents. The GOP has a coherent and cohesive 
vision of what America is and ought to be. The Demo-
crats, by contrast, do not stand together, and their cen-
ter of gravity has drifted in a direction contrary to that 
being followed by much of Middle America. And that 
is why it looks, at least as of this moment , as if Walter 
Mondale has hold of a nomination that may turn out 
to be of less value to him than he supposes. 
•• •• 
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The Communion of Saints 
(This is the second part of a two-part article.) 
At the crossroads of Highway 27 and County Road 
350W in Bingen, Indiana, the grandson had felt several 
questions forced upon him by a sudden encounter be-
tween his past and his present. There, on the day after 
Thanksgiving, 1982, the grandson had stopped for gaso-
line. The gas station owner, recognizing him as the 
grandson of the former pastor of St. John's Lutheran 
Church across the highway, had presented the past to 
the grandson in the form of a Day Book that the grand-
father had kept for the year 1928. The Day Book told a 
story about the grandfather's determination to com-
mune certain members of his parish, even though they 
were also members of secret societies called lodges. 
Since this practice was contrary to synodical policy, the 
grandfather had found himself, at the beginning of 
1929, facing a new struggle. He would, he had written, 
continue to commune lodge members, even if the synod 
were to expel both him and his congregation as a result. 
These problems seemed temporally remote but spa-
tially immediate to the grandson in 1982. In the car with 
him were his wife, an ordained minister in the United 
Church of Christ, and his daughter, a four-year-old girl 
who wanted only to get from Bingen to Chicago as 
quickly as possible. The grandson knew that the church 
across the highway from the gas station was, like the 
other St. John's that his grandfather had served over 
fifty years before, a Missouri Synod parish. And he 
knew that the Missouri Synod in 1982 was even more 
opposed to sharing the body and blood of Christ with a 
female Christian minister of another denomination 
than it had been in 1928 to sharing the same sacrament 
with a male member of the Knights Templars. 
The practice of denying the Eucharist to all sorts of 
Christians for all sorts of reasons had once tormented 
the grandfather, even as it now outraged the grandson, 
confounded the grandson's wife, and utterly eluded the 
grandson's daughter. Like his wife, the grandson wanted 
Mark R. Schwehn, who teaches in Christ College at Valpa-
raiso University, is a frequent contributor to The Cresset. 
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From the Past to the Present 
Mark R. Schwehn 
to understand the whole matter; like his daughter, he 
wanted to get from Bingen to Chicago. As he eased the 
car away from the crossroads, he found that though he 
was driving, he was being driven to the next stop on this 
peculiar journey of the understanding. He was headed 
northwest toward Ft. Wayne where, at Concordia Gar-
dens, his father had been buried some fourteen years 
before. 
II 
As he traveled the twenty miles from Bingen to his 
father's grave, the grandson again remembered that his 
father had been born in Concord, North Carolina, and 
that his father's earliest memories had been of the burn-
ing crosses that the Ku Klux Klan had ignited on the 
grandfather's lawn. The grandson remembered too how 
his father had, in his turn, become ordained, and how 
he had followed the grandfather to St. John's, Hannibal, 
Missouri, where he served first as the grandfather's 
assistant and then as the sole minister, after the grand-
father had left for St. John's, Bingen. Then, the grand-
son recalled his father's call to Ft. Wayne, his years at 
Peace Lutheran Church, and his death there in 1968. 
Finally, he remembered the funny hats that his father 
occasionally wore around the house. 
The funny hats were the father's way of dealing with 
the lodge problem. Over the years, he had collected 
green burbans, purple fezzes, embroidered stoles, and 
other bizarre articles of lodge apparel, and he had worn 
these costumes in the privacy of his home to amuse his 
children and to entertain gatherings of like-minded 
LCMS clergymen. The grandfather had loathed the 
lodges, loved and communed the lodge members, and 
publicly opposed the LCMS position on the lodge issue. 
The father had laughed at the lodges, communed the 
lodge members, and privately exploited the lodge issue 
as a source of domestic amusement. 
The grandson, on his way to Concordia Gardens, 
tried to grasp the meaning of these memories. As a boy, 
he had giggled at the fezzes, and he had grown to cher-
ish his father's humorous outbursts as those "moments 
of glad grace" that made family life in the parsonage 
such a pleasant adventure. Years later, the grandson 
reflected that it had been humor, not confession, that 
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Following dutifully t he Lutheran injunction to go back to the Scriptures, the grandson turned 
to St. Mark, chapter 14, t o see what the oldest story of the Lord's Supper m ight teach him. 
had held the Missouri Synod together for so long. One 
day in the early 1970s, the grandson had read an article 
in Newsweek about impending schism within the LCMS. 
Alluding to the story of Jonah and the whale, the N ews-
week writer had characterized the difference between 
LCMS moderates and LCMS conservatives as the "edi-
bility gap." The grandson thought this very funny , so 
he shared the story with several committed moderates 
and conservatives. None of them laughed. From that 
moment, the grandson knew that the Missouri Synod 
that had formed him was finished. 
His father's humor, the son ruefully admitted to him-
self as he approached the cemetery, had also had its 
darker side. Even as a boy, the son had understood its 
subversive uses, and this had been healthy enough. The 
silly stories that he overheard his father telling to fellow 
clergymen always had a "tales-told-out-of-seminary" 
quality about them. But the boy also learned to use 
humor, as his father had, to evade or, more accurately , 
to conceal psychic stresses that should have been made 
public. For the LCMS, humor-as-evasion worked per-
fectly well . Scores of clergymen practiced some variety 
of open communion, but they internalized the conflict 
between what they did and what their church professed. 
Instead of preach ing what they practiced, many LCMS 
clergymen made humorous remarks, thereby evading 
by displacing painful contradictions. 
For the son, humor-as-evasion had become habitual. 
Often, when he was asked what he felt or what he be-
lieved or what he had been doing, the boy, fearing to 
confess unpleasant truths before his father, his pastor, 
or his God (the three mysteriously became one in a 
small boy's mind), told jokes. The boy eventually grew 
to believe that when he and his father swapped funny 
stories they had understood each other better than either 
of them imagined. But now, as the son stood at his 
father 's grave seeking further understanding, all of the 
humor rather stuck in his throat. It even occurred to 
him, in a rash instant of fantastic distress, that his father 
had died of a heart attack at age fifty-two because he 
could not bear the strain of all the conflicts that he had 
been constrained to internalize. Fumbling for equilib-
rium, the grandson seized upon raw biographical de-
tails. His father had been born in Concord and had 
died at Peace. 
The grandson needed the steadiness that the contem-
plation of these details gave him, since he had been 
driven to the cemetery in an effort to understand some-
thing about the meaning of Holy Communion within 
the LCMS tradition. He had already begun to think that 
the discipline of church history would not shed much 
light on the subject of that tradition, unless the church 
historian worked in close collaboration with a family 
therapist. Since he was not, in any case, either a church 
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historian or a family therapist, he turned elsewhere for 
understanding, and the cemetery directed him to a 
definite and unimpeachable source. 
His father had been buried in a portion of Concordia 
Gardens called the Garden of the Evangelists. The 
grandson suddenly remembered how shaken he had 
been, when he had first noticed, at his father's burial 
service, the precise location of the grave. In the middle 
of the garden stood an obelisk with an image of one of 
the four evangelists engraved on each of its four sides. 
The grandson's father had been buried just beneath 
the likeness of St. Mark, a fact that explained why 
Mark's gospel had always been the grandson's favorite. 
Until the present journey, the grandson had always 
known his preference, but he had "forgotten" the expe-
rience that led him to it. This was rather like forgetting 
his own name, for his name was Mark, and his father 
had named him. 
Following dutifully the Lutheran injunction to go 
back to the Scriptures, the grandson turned to St. Mark, 
chapter 14, to see what the oldest story of the Lord's 
Supper might teach him. He noticed that the chapter 
began with an account of one of the very few characters 
in all of Mark's gospel who understood the identity of 
Jesus. Through symbolic action, this woman beautifully 
connected the fact that Jesus was the Anointed One with 
the fact that He must die . The meaning of her action 
and the depth of her spiritual insight had been lost to 
most observers then and ever since. It had not been lost 
on Jesus, however. "She has done what she could," He 
explained, "she has anointed my body beforehand for 
burial. And truly, I say to you, wherever the gospel is 
preached in the whole world, what she has done will be 
told in memory of her." 
The grandson wondered why St. Mark had placed 
the story of this anonymous woman just before his ac-
count of the Lord's Supper. She was everything that the 
disciples were not. None of them had yet approached 
her level of spiritual understanding. They were all , to 
put it charitably, slow learners. More exactly, one of 
them was about to betray Jesus. Another was about to 
deny Him three times. All of them were about to desert 
Him. And St. Mark had made it quite clear that Jesus 
knew all of this about all of them, even as He was invit-
ing them to share His body and blood. 
All of this seemed very puzzling to the grandson. As 
far as he knew, only one person had ever been capable 
of knowing what was in another's soul. When Jesus 
looked into the souls of His followers, He saw mis-
understanding, treachery, faithlessness , and fear. And 
having seen all of that He broke bread with them. He 
refused even to break fellowship with Judas Iscariot, 
who managed to break fellowship with Him only 
through the most extreme of all human measures. By 
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"We cannot escape history,'' the greatest president of the United States had once said. The 
president of Valparaiso University had added, "Just for that reason, we cannot escape God either." 
contrast, many Missouri Synod Lutherans presumed to 
be able to discover what others did or did not believe. 
Based on the dubious assumption that they could, like 
Jesus, examine others and determine whether these 
others really believed the right things, they had re-
stricted access to the Lord's Supper by devising a set of 
exclusionary principles that were far more rigorous and 
eccentric than anything St. Mark's Jesus had ever imag-
ined. They had, for example, found grounds for break-
ing altar fellowship even with fellow Lutherans. Some-
how or other, joining the American Lutheran Church 
had apparently become, for some Missourians, tanta-
mount to suicide. 
III 
As the grandson discussed his reading of St. Mark 
with his wife on the way out of Concordia Gardens, it 
soon became obvious to both of them why he had not, 
like his father and his grandfather before him, become 
an LCMS minister. He really did not have much apti-
tude for either Biblical exegesis or for theology. He 
strongly suspected that in any argument with Missour-
ians about the Lord's Supper, they would both out-quote 
him and out-vote him. More importantly, he possessed 
neither his grandfather's abundant charity nor his 
father's grace and patience. He had even begun to sound 
like the Missourians who so angered him, given his 
penchant for prooftexts and his profound desire to 
show that he was right and they were wrong. 
Traveling west from Fort Wayne along U.S. 30, the 
grandson sought some way out of this impasse. He did 
not need or want to subdue his adversaries, much less 
to become the image of what he opposed. What he 
needed was another teacher. Fortunately, he found the 
teacher in his memory at the intersection of U.S. 30 and 
Indiana 2. There, as he entered the Valparaiso Univer-
. sity Chapel of the Resurrection, the grandson thought 
. again of the greatest university president he had ever 
known. 
Of all the teachers the grandson knew, this university 
president had been the most disturbing to him. The 
grandson recalled that he had spent much of his under-
graduate life during the 1960s fighting with the presi-
dent. Even then, the grandson knew that the intensity 
of these conflicts measured only his love for the man. 
Peculiar things happened to the grandson in his en-
counters with the president. Even when the grandson 
was certain that he was right, he somehow felt smaller, 
a sensation that could not be wholly explained by the 
fact that the president was three times his size. The 
grandson's academic habits of mind were Greek, and 
so he was convinced, by and with Socrates, that the truth 
of any speech was wholly separable from the character 
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of its speaker. Yet he found himself then, as he found 
himself years later, believing all sorts of things simply 
because the president had said them. This man and his 
words were inextricably one: the truth was somehow 
embodied in him. 
In that respect, the president represented what he 
presented, for he preached and taught, above all things, 
the Incarnation. Indeed, he was most memorably him-
self when, every year, in the silent vault of the chapel, 
he preached at the Christmas Vespers. On those wonder-
ful evenings, the audience, being Lutheran, brought 
with them a spirituality whose grace note was the cross. 
The Chapel of the Resurrection, sounding its name in 
glass and stone and light, intoned the empty tomb. The 
president, summoning the voices of angelic heralds who 
had long before sung for shepherds amidst a crowd of 
stars, proclaimed the mystery of the manger. Crucifix-
ion, Resurrection, Incarnation: congregation, sanc-
tuary, proclamation. It was an annual, momentary har-
mony, like the elements of a minor chord resolving 
themselves into a major one within the unheard melo-
dies of three thousand Christian souls. 
Some such inarticulate music stirred the grandson as 
he left the November chill for the warmth of the Chapel 
of the Resurrection and there remembered the birth of 
the Messiah. It was just this reminder of the Word made 
flesh that he most needed. The eternal, as the president 
had taught him, was made manifest in the temporal, the 
finite, the particular, and the human. One need not, 
therefore, ever fear history, for God had entered it in 
person. Ever since then, saints and communities, them-
selves rooted in their own histories, had responded, in 
a thousand distinctive and conditioned ways, to the 
meaning of this momentously divine event. To imagine 
that the divine could be somehow apprehended outside 
or above or beyond or apart from one's own history was 
to misconstrue the meaning of the Incarnation. The 
grandson realized that this president had completed a 
lesson that he had once learned from another one. "We 
cannot escape history," the greatest president of the 
United States had once said. The president of Valpa-
raiso University had added, "Just for that reason, we 
cannot escape God either." 
Nor could the grandson escape his daughter who, 
trapped in a car with a distracted father, had begun to 
fuss. It was her way of urging him on to Chicago. She 
would not let him stop at the other university that had 
made its mark upon him. But as he drove past the Uni-
versity of Chicago, the grandson for the first time rea-
lized that the president's theology of the manger had 
prepared him to receive the great gifts that his Jewish 
colleagues at Chicago had given him. They had shown 
him, by their own examples, how he could be obedient, 
devout, and relentlessly inquisitive at the same time. 
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Consensus on mlltters of belief had never existed, not even in the Scriptures. It was hopeless to 
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And they had, more importantly, taught him how to 
read the Hebrew Scriptures and the Apostolic Writings 
as well. 
In over fifteen years of Lutheran education, the 
grandson had never been led to see the Bible for what 
it was-a collection of books. He had had his Bible 
carved up for him into lectionaries, digested for him 
in the form of little visits with God, illustrated for him 
in the form of Bible stories, and cited and recited for 
him in the form of prooftexts and moral maxims for 
every conceivable occasion. He was not sure that he had 
any objection to any of these uses of the Bible, but he 
did object to the fact that he had never once been en-
couraged to read one entire book of the Bible and to 
compare and contrast it to another one. He had there-
fore never appreciated how different St. Mark's under-
standing of Jesus and discipleship had been from St. 
Matthew's, nor how different theirs had been in turn 
from St. John's and St. Paul's. Thanks to his colleagues 
at Chicago, the grandson had been trained to see these 
differences. Thanks to his teacher at Valparaiso, he 
could celebrate them. 
His memories of these teachers and their teachings 
gave the grandson a way past the impasse that he had 
felt after leaving his father's grave. He realized that he 
did not need to concern himself unduly about which 
Christian beliefs were right and which were wrong. He 
needed only to remind himself that all Christian views 
were necessarily partial. The earliest Christian com-
munities had disagreed within and among themselves, 
and the New Testament was, among other things, a 
selection of books that bore witness to the struggles of 
early Christians to understand and to proclaim who 
Jesus was and what discipleship meant. These struggles 
had been and would be the grandson's, as they had been 
and would be the struggles of all Christians. Consensus 
among Christians on matters of belief could not be a 
precondition for Christian Communion. Such consen-
sus had never existed, not even in the Scriptures. It was 
therefore hopeless to try to achieve it, more hopeless to 
try to ascertain it, and utterly futile to try to enforce it. 
Communion was necessary for all Christians among all 
Christians precisely because consensus among them was 
impossible. 
IV 
The grandson's wife agreed with him about all of 
this. Christians might disagree about many things, but 
they need not disagree about everything. The grandson 
remembered that his journey had begun in an effort to 
understand why the church of his birth would insist 
upon excluding his wife, an ordained minister in the 
United Church of Christ, from communing with them. 
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Both the grandson and his wife knew that a full answer 
to that question would require a historical reconstruc-
tion of the differences among Luther, Calvin, and 
Zwingli. But they had at last joined the daughter; they 
were too tired for all of that. The grandson's wife re-
minded him laughingly of Auden: 
Luther & Zwingli 
Should be treated singly: 
L hated the Peasants . 
Z the Real Presence. 
The grandson thought only of his desire for an end to 
his journey and to his story. 
The journey ended at Maywood, Illinois; the story 
ended at its beginning. At last the three travelers, one 
of them asleep and the other two quite sleepy, arrived 
at the home of some friends. Unbeknownst to any of the 
travelers, the friends had prepared a slide show for 
them, a preparation that would not ordinarily have held 
much promise for waking them up. But thanks to the 
ingenuity and persitence of the friend who had taken 
the slides, the show not only awakened them, it also gave 
an end and a beginning to the grandson's story. 
The friend's slides were of Germany, and they began 
with a sequence that astonished the grandson. Years 
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The faith of the grandson's wife was the same as the faith of the grandson 's great, great 
grandmother. The grandson, who had been ignorant of his past, had been redeemed to repeat it. 
earlier, in the weeks before his daughter had been born, 
the grandson had rummaged through old family papers 
in a desperate effort to find a suitable name for her. He 
eventually uncovered an old and forgotten sheaf of 
yellowed papers that his father had once given him. 
Since the words on the documents were utterly inscrut-
able to him (they were written in a German script that 
had long since fallen out of use), he gave the papers to 
a librarian at the University of Chicago who graciously 
agreed to transcribe and translate them for him. 
The librarian soon informed him that his documents 
were the "papers" that his grandfather's grandfather 
had brought with him when he had left Germany for 
Fort Wayne, Indiana, in 1852. Most of them had been 
themselves transcribed from the register of a small 
evangelical Lutheran parish located somewhere in the 
Electorate of Hesse. They included the great, great 
grandfather's baptismal record and his mother's death 
certificate. There was also a transcribed excerpt from a 
marriage register, which contained the legal confirma-
tion of his marriage contract. So it was by virtue of the 
information in these papers that the grandson named 
his daughter Kaethe, after his great, great grand-
mother's mother, and Elizabeth, after his great, great, 
great grandmother. 
The grandson's friend, being German himself, had 
taken an interest in all of this, and, in a weak moment 
of excessive generosity that he was soon to regret, he 
had agreed to visit the place of the grandson's origins 
during his next trip to Germany. The Chicago librarian 
had informed the grandson that his great, great grand-
father had come from the town of Fosbach. But shortly 
after his arrival in Germany, the friend had notified 
the grandson that there was no town named Fosbach in 
all of the country. The search for the grandson's roots 
had ended nowhere. 
In exchange for the friend's unavailing efforts on his 
behalf, the grandson had agreed to watch his German 
slides and even to be interested in them. The friend 
began the show on a peculiar note of triumph as the 
first slide, which looked vaguely like the countryside 
around Bingen and Fort Wayne, flashed onto the screen. 
By the third slide, the friend could no longer contain 
himself. He had found, not Fosbach, but Josbach. The 
Chicago librarian who, like most of the University of 
Chicago faculty, had had great difficulty figuring 
German Lutherans, had mistaken the J for an F. 
The slides now proceeded in logical sequence to a 
revealing conclusion. First, the countryside around 
Josbach. Next, the streets of the village itself. Then, the 
thirteenth-century church building, the same one that 
the grandson had first seen embossed in the red wax 
seals on his family papers. Next, the interior of the 
church, including the font at which his great, great 
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grandfather had been baptized. Then, the parish regis-
ter from which the family papers had been copied over 
a century before. Finally, one entry in the register, 
which contained information that the transcribed 
excerpt from it had not included. 
The entry read as follows: 
Marriage Book - 5 March 
72 . Conrad Schwehn. a daylaborer (father John David. deceased . 
mother. Elizabeth Mohl , also deceased) . and Christina Lischeidt. 
also of Josbach . her father Johannes also dead . her mother Kaethe 
Linker. Conrad is a confessional Lutheran. and Christina Lischeidt 
is a Reformed Confessional. Marriage announced January 8 in 
Rauschenberg and registered in church at Rauschenberg. and was 
announced twice in Josbach. 
A Reformed Confessional!! The faith of the grandsmi.'s 
wife was the same as the faith of the grandson's great, 
great grandmother. It was the same as the faith of the 
woman after whom Kaethe, the grandson's daughter, 
had been named. The United Church of Christ had 
been formed from a combination of the Congregational 
Christian Church with the German Evangelical and 
Reformed Church. Making due allowances for the vicis-
situdes of history, the marriage of Conrad and Elizabeth 
in 1848 was very like the marriage of the grandson and 
his wife. Or, to put matters into a more convoluted for-
mula, if the grandson's great, great grandfather had not 
done what his great, great grandson was to do again over 
a century later, there would not have been an end to 
the grandson's story, since there would have been no 
beginning to it. Fortunately, the grandson who had been 
ignorant of his past had been redeemed to repeat it. 
v 
"For all the saints ... " Once again music suddenly 
moved the grandson to understanding. This time the 
music was a fragment of a powerful hymn that surfaced 
in his memory as though it was an answer to his ques-
tion, "For whom then is Holy Communion?" For the 
saints surely, but who then are the saints? The saints 
are those, the hymn continued, "who Thee by faith be-
fore the world confest." It occurred to the grandson that 
if this hymn had been beautiful enough to sing at the 
funerals of ~is grandfather, his father, and his univer-
sity president, it was beautiful enough to live. These 
men had all been saints, he felt quite sure, as had Con-
rad and Elizabeth and Kaethe before them, and Luther 
and Zwingli before them, and Matthew, Mark, Luke, 
and John before them all. They were all of them parts 
of the "blessed Communion." 
Parts, he had learned, make a whole. Since the view 
of each and every saint was partial, they needed one 
another to become the whole that was the Christian 
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Lutherans had been driven in p art b y the fear 
that someone, somewhere else m ight be right. 
Church. The grandson knew at least that he needed his 
wife, needed her emphasis upon religious experience 
to correct his fixation upon religious tradition, needed 
her story to remind him of just how German and white 
and male his story really was. He and his wife knew how 
much they in turn needed their friends who showed 
slide shows by night and who worked at Catholic col-
leges by day. And all of them needed the Christians in 
Central and South America, in Africa, and in Asia, to 
remind them of what Jews everywhere had always 
known, that God was really present too in struggles for 
peace and justice. 
The Christian Church was the body of Christ. Holy 
Communion was the re-membering of that body. "This 
do in remembrance of me." The grandson's own act of 
remembering his past had been a tracing of a tiny vein 
of the Christian Church and a reminding of just what 
that Church was, the re-membered Christ in the world. 
The body of Christ is really present in the Sacrament, 
and it therefore should be really present at it. For the 
Church, to eat and drink the bread and the wine is to 
remind itself of what it already is. Those who would 
exclude a portion of the body from Communion would 
exclude themselves from part of the Truth. 
The grandson had for too long known the fear that 
lay behind the pride of e;...clusionary practice. It was 
really the fear of history, and he had known it first as 
the fear of the "higher criticism" of the Scriptures, and 
later as the fear of the great academic bogey of the 
twentieth century, relativism. If Puritans had been, in 
part, driven by the haunting fear that someone, some-
where might be happy, Lutherans had been driven in 
part by the fear that someone, somewhere else might be 
right. 
The grandson had learned that the Christ of the In-
carnation and relativism was also the Christ of the Res-
urrection. That lesson had finally done away with his 
fear . The Christ who stood within history also stood on 
its horizon, beckoning men and women forward, past 
their creeds and confessions and metaphors and for-
mulas and theologies and all the other verbal devices 
by which they had sought to grasp the Incarnate Word. 
The Christ on the horizon could not, should not, be 
grasped. It was He, rather, who did the grasping, for 
He was gift. "The terrible language of the Law is so 
terrifying," Kierkegaard, the man of terrors, had writ-
ten, "because it seems as if it were left to a man to hold 
fast to Christ by his own power, whereas in the language 
of love it is Christ that holds him fast ." 
It was this Christ on the horizon of history whom the 
grandson's grandfather had thought about when he in-
scribed these words at the beginning of his Day Book 
for 1928: "Jesus Christ, the same yesterday and today 














(in other words) 
on earth 
will reign 
if what we've prayed for 
can be heard 
well, presently. 
That is to say 
until Sunday next 
we feel relieved 








to be honest 
think of as 
Houdini. 
Unless We Favor Beige 
At least we know this much-
Polite applause can weaken it as much as reason; 
if daily blessed, it has its strongest growing season 
during Vermont blizzards, Holy Wars, September rains, 
situations of the heart-deployed, Parisian springs; 
poets, preachers, politicians need it; 
full-moon children mostly feed it 
equal parts, mixed awesomely, of Truth and Dream; 
stolid advocates of No Risk Beige demean it, claim 
it's merely restlessness turned dangerous-
like in warriors armed with sharper weapons, 
or in planets spinning purple around sameness, 
or in words connecting with magenta threads 
Like in sudden, blood-red sinewing of eloquence. 
Lois Reiner 
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The Art of Beginning a Novel 
Starting Out Right 
"And how should I begin?" This is the paralyzing 
question J. Alfred Prufrock asks about his life in general, 
but it is also the question facing every novelist contem-
plating the beginning of his story. Traditional open-
ings no longer suffice. Biblical narrators boldly began 
their stories with openings like "In the beginning God 
created heaven and earth," or "In the beginning was 
the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word 
was God." Fairy tales usually began with the phrase, 
"Once upon a time," and then proceeded with an identi-
fication of locale and an introduction of the hero or 
heroine. Homer, of course, initiated the practice of 
beginning his stories "in the middle of things," and this 
became one of the standard epic conventions. 
During the nineteenth century the art of short story 
writing was standardized to the degree that the two basic 
formulas for opening a story were the use of dialogue, 
an extension of the Homeric practice, and the narrative 
hook, a startling or shocking first sentence which hooked 
the reader and pulled him forcibly into the story. In 
the twentieth century the dialogue opening has gone 
almost entirely out of fashion, and the narrative hook 
is used sparingly. 
However, the entire subject of first sentences of novels 
was called to my attention about one year ago when a 
colleague read to me the opening sentence of Anthony 
Burgess' new novel, Earthly Powers: "It was the after-
noon of my eighty-first birthday, and I was in bed with 
my catamite when Ali announced that the archbishop 
had come to see me." A number of details in this mar-
velous sentence attract the reader's attention. Who is 
this eighty-one-year-old man? Why is he in bed on the 
afternoon of his birthday? And with his catamite, at 
that! And why is the archbishop calling on him? Such 
questions compel the reader to continue. 
Other twentieth-century writers still use this same 
device. Two famous opening sentences occur in Franz 
Kafka's Metamorphosis and John Updike's The Centaur: 
As Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy dreams he found 
Arlin G. Meyer is Dean of Christ College and Professor of 
English at Valparaiso University. His previous writings in 
The Cresset include "Christianity and Literature: An Intro-
ductory Essay " (June, 1978). 
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himself transformed in his bed into a gigantic insect. (Meta mor-
phosis) 
Cald well turned and as he turned his ankle received an arrow. 
(Centaur) 
Both of these stories are, in a sense, fables, where the 
main characters, Gregor Samsa and George Caldwell , 
have taken on the characteristics of an insect and a myth-
ological creature respectively. A similar opening occurs 
in William Golding's Pincher Martin, in which the title 
character, the sole survivor of a torpedoed destroyer, 
is miraculously cast up on a huge barren rock in mid-
Atlantic. In the opening sentence Golding describes 
Pincher as follows: "He was struggling in every direc-
tion, he was the centre of the writhing and kicking knot 
of his own body." 
All four of the above quotations also introduce the 
central character of the story, another obvious function 
of openings. This is particularly true of novels narrated 
in first person, since the narrator is almost obligated to 
introduce himself before he can begin telling his story. 
Two fairly traditional examples of these opening sen-
tences are found in Herman Melville's Moby Dick and 
Mark Twain's Huckleberry Ft'nn. Moby Dick opens with 
what is perhaps the shortest opening sentence among 
major novels, the simple declaration, "Call me Ish-
mael." Twain uses his opening sentence both to refer 
to Huck's past and to establish the informal, colloquial 
tone of the novel: "You don't know about me without 
you have read a book by the name of The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer; but that ain't no matter." 
Not all first person narrators are as likeable as Huck 
Finn, and both Dostoevsky, in Notes from the Under-
ground, and Gunter Grass, in The Tin Drum, begin their 
novels with shocking details of the narrator's more 
odious and despicable qualities: 
I am a sick man. I am a spitefu l man. I am an unattractive man . 
( Notes) 
Granted: I am an inmate of a mental hospital ; my keeper is watching 
me. he never lets me out of his sight ; there's a peephole in the door, 
and my keeper 's eye is the shade of brown that can never see through 
a blue-eyed type like me. (Tin Drum) 
Both of these opening sentences still retain some of the 
appeal of the narrative hook. 
Novels narrated in third person also begin frequently 
with a striking description of the central character. Two 
of the more interesting and successful examples of this 
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In Carson McCullers ' Ballad of the Sad Cafe a Southern town is more important than any individual 
character, and McCullers wisely opens her novel with a concrete description of the town itself. 
technique occur in Joseph Conrad's Lord Jim and F. 
Scott Fitzgerald's This Side of Paradise: 
He was an inch. perhaps two. under six feet. powerfully built . and 
he advanced straight at you with a slight stoop of the shoulders. head 
forward , and a fixed from-under stare which made you think of a 
charging bull. (Lord Jim) 
Amory Blaine inherited from his mother every trait. except the stray 
inexpressible few. that made him worthwhile. (Paradise) 
Both of these sentences provide vivid images of the 
heroes but also introduce an air of mystery, thus en-
ticing the reader to proceed. 
Novels that do not begin with descriptions of a central 
character often establish the setting of the story. This 
appears to be particularly true of novels that concern 
themselves with larger events as much or more than 
with the lives of individual characters. Two war novels 
by Stephen Crane and John Dos Passos illustrate this 
kind of opening: 
The cold passed reluctantly from the earth , and the ret iring fogs 
revealed an army stretched out on the hills. resting. (Crane. Th e Red 
Badge of Courage) 
The company stood at attention. each man looking straight before 
him at the empty parade ground . where the cinder piles showed 
purple with evening. (Dos Passos . Th ree Soldiers) 
Crane uses the weather to establish a somber mood and 
suggest a momentary lull in the action, while Dos Passos 
describes the grim determination that characterizes the 
soldiers and implies a certain anonymity or lack of 
individuality among them. 
A novel in which the geographical setting and the 
weather will dominate the action often begins with a 
description of the natural elements. Such is the case in 
John Fowles' The French Lieutenant's Woman: 
An easterly is the most disagreeable wind in Lyme Bay- Lyme Bay 
being the largest bit from the underside of England 's outstretched 
southwestern leg-and a person of curiosity could at once have 
deduced several strong probabilities about the pair who began to 
walk down the qu ay at Ly me Regis. the small ancient eponym of 
the inbite. one incisively sharp and blustery morning in the late 
March of 1867 . 
Although it is possible to pack too much information 
into the opening sentence, an opening like Fowles' , 
establishing the specific setting, the anonymous central 
characters, the time, the mood, and the tone, has a very 
powerful appeal. In Carson McCullers' Ballad of the 
Sad Cafe , a Southern town is more important than any 
individual character, and McCullers wisely opens her 
novel with a concrete description of the town itself: 
The town itself is dreary; not much is there except the cotton mill. 
the two-room houses where the workers live. a few peach trees . a 
church with two colored windows. and a miserable main street only 
a hundred yards long. 
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McCu.llers acknowledged that she, like other Southern 
writers, learned much of the craft of writing from Faulk-
ner , who is a master at capturing the atmosphere of 
Southern towns. As John Fowles does in The French 
Lieutenant's Woman, Faulkner begins Intruder in the Dust 
with a sentence that specifies the time, introduces the 
main character, indicates the place of the story, and 
states the precipitating event of the plot : 
It was just noon that Sunday morning when the sheriff reached the 
jail with Lucas Beauchamp though the whole town (the whole 
county too for that matter) had known since the night before that 
Lucas had killed a whi te man. 
What is most impressive about this sentence is its direct-
ness and its economy. 
Some novelists, in good Homeric style, plunge the 
reader directly into the action of the novel. Another 
Southern writer , more macabre and ghoulish than even 
Faulkner and McCullers, begins The Violent Bear It 
A way with a burial scene that introduces several of the 
main characters and sets the plot into motion imme-
diately: 
Francis Marion T arwater 's uncle had been dead for only half a day 
when the boy got too drunk to fini sh digging his grave and a Negro 
named Buford Munson. who had come to get a jug filled . had to 
fi nish it and drag the bod y from the breakfas t tabl e where it 
was still si tting and bury it in a decent Christian way , wi th the sign 
of its Sav ior at the head of the grave and enough di rt on top to keep 
the dogs from digging it up. (Flannery O 'Connor . The Violent Bear 
[l Away) 
A first-person version of this technique is Joyce Cary's 
H erself Surprised, a twentieth-century version of Defoe's 
Moll Flanders. Herself Surprised relates the story of Sara 
Monday's low-life activities in London prior to her 
incarceration. Sara narrates these events from her pris-
on cell , beginning her story as follows : "The judge, 
when he sent me to prison, said that I had behaved like 
a woman without any moral sense." 
Another popular method of opening a novel is to 
begin with a maxim, stating a fundamental principle of 
life or some rule of conduct. Such an opening functions 
like a thesis in an essay, with the general truth of the 
statement presumably illustrated by the story that 
follows. One famous opening of this type is Jane Aus-
ten's Pride and Prejudice: "It is a truth universally ac-
knowledged, that a single man in possession of a good 
fortune must be in want of a wife." That this truth was 
"universally acknowledged" in England at the turn of 
the nineteenth century is evident not only from Pride 
and Prejudice but from Austen's other novels as well. 
Henry James, in a novel about polite society about a 
century later, begins The Portrait of a Lady with a slightly 
less universal truth : "Under certain circumstances there 
are few hours in life more agreeable than the hour dedi-
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Contemporary novelists sometimes begin their books with a modified maxim, as Peter De 
Vries does in Let Me Count the Ways: "Man is vile, I know, but people are wonderful." 
cated to the ceremony known as afternoon tea." After-
noon tea may not be universal , but in England the cere-
mony of tea has almost the same status as does the 
ceremony of marriage. 
British novelists appear to be particularly fond of 
using maxims as a way of beginning novels. D. H. Law-
rence begins Lady Chatterley's Lover with a universal 
truth, but then gives it a light twist: "Ours is essentially 
a tragic age, so we refuse to take it tragically." If Moby 
Dick contains the shortest sentence among novel open-
ings, Dickens begins A Tale of Two Cities with one of the 
longest: 
It was the best of times. it was the worst of times , it was the age of 
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it 
was the epoch of incredulity. it was the season of Light. it was the 
season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope. it was the winter of 
despair, we had everything before us , we had nothing before us , we 
were all going direct to Heaven. we were all going direct the other 
way-i n short, the period was so far like the present period , that 
some of its noisiest authorities insisted on its being received , for 
good or for evi l, in the superlative degree of comparison only . 
This sentence is not really a maxim, but it does state a 
kind of universal truth about the age described in the 
novel. Contemporary novelists sometimes begin with 
a modified maxim, as Peter De Vries does in Let Me 
Count the Ways: "Man is vile, I know, but people are 
wonderful." The opening clause borrows a line from 
the hymn, "From Greenland's Icy Mountains," but the 
two clauses together embody De Vries' own dualistic 
view of human beings, as the novel proceeds to illustrate. 
An opening sentence like Lawrence's in Lady Chatter-
ley's Lover includes a touch of irony, and some novelists 
begin their novels with an offhand remark or an under-
statement that deliberately establishes an ironic tone. 
An excellent example of this technique is Camus' well-
known opening in The Stranger: "My mother died to-
day. Or maybe, yesterday; I can't be sure." This sen-
tence not only establishes the tone of the novel but em-
bodies Meurseult's essential view of life. Virginia Woolf 
believed that the novel should describe not only the 
major events of life but the myriad details that constitute 
the daily activities of life. So she begins Mrs. Dalloway 
with the casual sentence: "Mrs. Dalloway said she 
would buy the flowers today." In a novel about the 
struggles of a young man who lies trapped in a cave, 
Robert Penn Warren begins the story with a detailed, 
almost lyrical , description of a pair of shoes: 
They were number X-362 in the Monkey-Ward catalogue, genuine 
cowhide. prime leather. expertly tanned. made to our specifications. 
on our special last . ten inches high. brass eyelets . top strap with 
brass buckle. worn and admired by sportsmen everywhere, size 
9 \-2 B-which is not a big foot or a little one. for a man. But the man 
was not there . (The Cave) 
The second short sentence effectively directs the read-
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er's attention from the shoes to the man to whom they 
belonged. Perhaps this is yet another version of the 
narrative hook. 
Contemporary novelists, realizing that any kind of 
traditional opening is subject to the charge of triteness, 
frequently resort to paro~ying the older forms of open-
ings. Two versions of the "Once upon a time" opening 
occur in novels by two British novelists, Henry Green 
and James Joyce : 
Once upon a day an old butler called Eldon lay dying in his room 
attended by the head housemaid . Miss Agatha Burch. (Green. 
Loving) 
Once upon a time and a very good time it was there was a moocow 
coming down along the road and this moocow that was down along 
the road met a nicens little boy named baby tuckoo . . . (Joyce. A 
Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man) 
In Catcher in the Rye, J. D. Salinger both parodies and 
satirizes the colloquial, autobiographical style that char-
acterized Dickens' adolescent novels and was repre-
sented earlier in this essay with the opening sentence of 
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. Holden Caulfield 
begins sarcastically: 
If you really want to hear about it . the first thing you 'II probably 
want to know is where I was born, and what my lousy childhood 
was like. and how my parents were occu pied and all before they had 
me. and all that David Copperfie ld kind of crap , but I don't feel like 
going into it. if you want to know the truth. 
Famous novels tend to evoke parodies, and the her-
alded opening of Moby Dick has inspired at least two 
parodies by contemporary American novelists in the 
openings of Gat's Cradle and The Vale of Laughter: 
Call me Jonah. My parents did . or nearly did. They called me John . 
(Kurt Vonnegut. Gat's Cradle) 
Call me. Ishmael. Feel absolutely free to. Call me any hour of the 
day or night at the office or at home and I'll be glad to give you the 
latest quotation with price earnings ratio and estimated dividend of 
any security traded in those tirelessly tossing, deceptively shaded 
waters in which we pursue the elusive whale of wealth. but from 
which we come away at last content to have hooked the twitchi ng 
bluegill. solvency. (Peter De Vries. The Vale of Laughter) 
Such openings would appear to do little more than pro-
duce a mild smile on the reader's face, but they also 
establish the tone of the novel and, in a backhanded way, 
introduce the central character as well. 
"And how should I begin?" In novelistic terms, the 
answer seems to be almost any way you want so long as 
you arrest the reader's attention, establish the appro-
priate tone, and get the reader into the story through 
character, setting, or action. "And how should I end ?" 
Well, that is a different matter altogether and the sub-




And the Advent 
Of Uncertainty 
The Balcony (1868) 
Last autumn, in honor of the centennial of Edouard 
Manet's death, a large exhibition of his paintings 
opened in New York and then traveled to Texas and 
California. The detour around the Midwest was an 
insult heaped on the injuries of our winter, which the 
Manets would have done much to relieve. Had we been 
remiss in the consumption of yogurt and Brie? The 
French government and its co-sponsors for the exhibi-
William Olmsted teaches in Christ College at Valparaiso 
University. His most recent contribution to The Cresset, 
"A Return to Basic Black: The MOMA Show of Intaglio 
Pn"nts," appeared in February, 1983. 
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tion, whatever their doubts concerning Midwestern 
connoisseurship, should have shown greater faith in 
our willingness to be enlightened; indeed, it is hard to 
imagine a better introduction to the modern tradition 
than a roomful of Manets. 
Born in 1832, Edouard Manet forestalled the wishes 
of his upper-middle-class family by opting for a career 
in art instead of law. In 1850 young Edouard entered 
the studio of Thomas Couture, a braggart and stern dis-
ciplinarian whose fame rests on a single work, The 
Romans of the Decadence. This monumental painting 
(about 25 feet by 15 feet) relied on a pseudo-classical 
style to present naked ladies and drunken men in the 
edifying context of a warning against moral laxity. The 
pompous style, moral posturing, and unconscious 
hypocrisy of such works was not to Manet's taste. There 
The Cresset 
were frequent feuds between the teacher, who insisted 
on his doctrine of ''idealism and impersonality" in 
painting, and the student, who committed the heresies 
of painting models dressed in their street clothes, posed 
naturally as Parisians rather than as heroic (or deca-
dent) Romans, Greeks, Carthaginians, etc. Manet left 
the studio after six years of struggle. What he had 
learned was mostly negative, a lesson in how not to 
paint. But in one sense, Couture's teaching was forma-
tive; and his doctrine of impersonality lies behind one 
of the more puzzling aspects of Manet's art. 
Manet's impersonality consists in the absence or con-
cealment of an easily recognized attitude toward the 
subjects of his paintings. The effect is sometimes de-
scribed as coolness or sarcasm; but if Manet is far from 
the raptures of Van Gogh, he is equally removed from 
the bitter irony of Toulouse-Lautrec. For the most part, 
the secret of Manet's impersonal vision resides in his 
choice of subjects. Whereas Couture equated the im-
personal with historical and mythological themes, 
Manet found the impersonal to lie in the banalities of 
everyday life. He seems to have realized that the least 
idiosyncratic subjects, the ones least reflective of the 
artist's personal habits and tastes, are those we encoun-
ter ordinarily: a pet dog, friends and relatives at home, 
a pot of flowers , the interiors of restaurants and bars, 
concerts in the park, and other bourgeois pastimes like 
boating and croquet. Yet Manet was no sidewalk photog-
rapher, no mere chronicler of the passing show; on the 
contrary, his choice of commonplace subjects is part of 
a strategy aimed at destroying the notion that art should 
provide us with knowledge of the external world. 
I don't mean to suggest that Manet lacked interest in 
the scenes and objects of everyday life. The radiance of 
his still lifes and portraits indicates otherwise. Like-
wise, the bold use of color sets his banalities apart from 
the mocking tedium inflicted by the soup cans of War-
hol and the electrical plugs of Claes Oldenburg. Never-
theless, there is a line of filiation between the twentieth-
century jokers and Manet insofar as a certain kind of 
dead-pan humor seems to be lurking around the edges 
of his familiar subjects. The effect on the spectator is 
one of mild uneasiness, as if in response to some inde-
finable incongruity in the painting. 
The Balcony ( 1868) is a suitable example. The painting 
depicts two young women dressed in white, one seated 
and the other standing putting on her gloves; behind 
them stands a gentleman whom a contemporary critic 
described as looking "like a cutout." Indeed, the entire 
composition has a depthless quality which makes it 
seem like the three figures are about to topple out of the 
painting. The feeling of queasiness is increased by the 
sulfur-green color of the railing around the balcony 
and of the shutters framing it. 
Yet these somewhat unpleasant features of the paint-
ing only serve to call attention to the fact that things 
are not quite right, that the scene we are beholding is 
not self-explanatory. The three people are unaware of 
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the presence of any spectator; they look slightly bored 
and are all gazing rather abstractedly in different direc-
tions. What are they doing? one asks, and why is the 
seated woman dressed in a Spanish costume? The paint-
ing invites us to ask questions, but it doesn't readily 
provide answers. Perhaps The Balcony was offered as a 
slice of life, a brief glimpse into bourgeois ennui. 
Or so we might think. For the painting is in fact a 
conscientious reworking of an art-historical model, 
Goya's Majas on a Balcony (painted between 1810 and 
1815). Goya's painting is an unambiguous dramatic 
rendition of two prostitutes seated on a balcony; in the 
shadows behind these brilliantly dressed women are 
two evil-looking men. Majas on a Balcony is semantically 
unified, its meanings clearly and harmoniously pre-
sented: here are the goods on display and behind these 
morsels are the teeth of the trap. Caveat emptor! Only if 
we are utterly ignorant of the existence of prostitutes 
and pimps can we fail to grasp the meaning of this work. 
With Manet, however, everything is trickier. Even if 
we recognize the quotation from Goya, we can't be sure 
that Manet is depicting prostitutes and their manager. 
The Spanish costume, the balcony setting, the lurid 
green of the railing and shutters, the disposition of the 
figures-all of these clues remain ambiguous because 
the painting doesn't clarify the relations among the 
three people. Their gazes are directed at different 
points, they seem equally unaware of each other and of 
the spectator; no common interest unites them, unlike 
Goya's sexual entrepreneurs. Manet seems to have ex-
cluded all the sinister aspects of Goya's painting and 
retained only the formal arrangements, thereby leaving 
the onlooker in some doubt as to why Manet chose to 
depict this scene. 
Here, however, doubt concerning the artist's inten-
tions is a prelude to awareness of our own role in de-
termining the meaning of The Balcony. Purely on the 
basis of formal clues it is undecidable whether the 
reference to Goya is meant to highlight the contrast 
between bourgeois leisure and the vicious commerce of 
the underworld or to insinuate the fundamental sim-
ilarity between the bourgeoisie and the urban under-
class when it comes to the masculine practice of publicly 
displaying the women in whom men have a proprietary 
interest. For my part, the second alternative seems pref-
erable because it suggests a more compelling reason 
for Manet's use of Goya and implies a sharp social com-
mentary beneath the innocuous facade of The Balcony. 
Yet it would be difficult to prove that my view is entirely 
correct, that this is how one ought to respond, that 
Manet intended the painting as a satire on the middle 
class, etc. 
What I have called Manet's impersonality is only a 
convenient term for his refusal to exercise despotic 
control over the spectator's interpretations and re-
sponses. On occasion, Manet's reticence degenerates 
into teasing; in Woman with a Fan (1872), for example, 
the partial concealment of the face behind the fan 
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Olympia (1863) 
simultaneously provokes our curiosity and prevents 
us from satisfying it. In this case, impersonality trans-
lates into a staged ambiguity, at once playful and irri-
tating. More often, Manet's stimulation of the specta-
tor's doubt has a serious aim, the denial of omniscient 
understanding and a concomitant invitation to the audi-
ence to become imaginatively involved. 
Acting on certain hints from the work of Velasquez, 
among others, Manet sought to eliminate any sugges-
tion that his subjects were presented from a privileged 
viewpoint. For Concert in the Tuilen·es (1860-62) Manet 
borrowed a device from Velasquez' Las Meninas by in-
cluding himself within the crowd of concert-goers. Since 
the artist is both inside and outside the scene, we can't 
rely on his point of view for an index to the "correct" 
way to see the painting. Manet also tampered with the 
usual techniques of representing depth and three-
dimensionality. Instead of locating figures on a grid 
emanating from a central point-the so-called vanishing 
point-he superimposed them on a relatively flat back-
ground. The effect is similar to low-grade studio 
photography which poses subjects against a neutral 
backdrop. Because Manet dispenses with the Academic 
practice of connecting foreground and background by 
means of subtle gradations in tone and scale, the re-
sulting flatness makes the viewer aware that a Manet 
painting is pigment on a plane surface rather than an 
illusory window on the world. There is still a "world" 
visible in Manet's works, but it is one the spectator must 
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construct on the basis of visual clues which are fre-
quently sparse, ambiguous, and incomplete. 
Even when Manet felt obliged by the nature of his 
subject to retain the convention of a central vanishing 
point, he was careful not to usurp the spectator's active 
role. Despite the retention of perspective in his pan-
oramic works, Concert in the Tuilen·es and Races at Long-
champ (1864), the clarity of objects in these paintings is 
not always a function of implied distance from the spec-
tator. Although some elements in the foreground are 
clearer than some in the background, the situation is 
often reversed. For these "errors" in perspective Manet 
was severly criticized; yet his handling of perspective 
is faithful to the different degrees of attention which 
an onlooker confers on elements of a crowded scene. 
When we glance at a mass of people, some faces will 
stand out sharply and others will appear vague or 
blurred-even though the "distinct" and "fuzzy" images 
are equidistant from us. By reproducing this natural 
selectivity of vision on the canvas itself, Manet makes 
us feel that we have just now glanced upon a dynamic 
spectacle which is changing before we have taken it all 
in. 
These effects-the transient look of the scene, the 
sense of ourselves as casual and spontaneous viewers-
can provoke a strong imaginative involvement in the 
paintings. And in this respect, Manet seems to have been 
following the dictates of his friend and sometime men-
tor, the poet and art critic Charles Baudelaire, who had 
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Dejeuner sur l'herbe (1863) 
proclaimed the most satisfying art to be that which left 
some lacunae to be filled in by the imagination of the 
spectator. Of course, at the same time that Manet is 
inviting us to take an active role in the construction and 
apprehension of a given scene, he is also refusing to 
provide us with the sensation (however illusory) of 
omniscience. 
Manet's work rests on the assumption that no one, 
not even the artist himself, is able to comprehend all 
elements of the visual field with more or less equal dis-
tinctness and clarity. Manet was not alone in making 
this assumption; a kindred respect for the flux and im-
permanence of the visible is shown by his contemporar-
ies Eugene Boudin and J. M. W. Turner. Unlike these 
artists, however, Manet did not try to represent the 
transitory in terms of the sublime vicissitudes of sky 
and sea. Manet chose rather to depict the instabilities 
of the human scene, to portray the instant in which one 
development comes to an end and another begins. Ac-
cordingly, a Manet painting lacks the definitive, immu-
table look of classical masterpieces by Raphael or Pous-
sin. We have the feeling, instead, that the depicted situa-
tion could change at any moment or, failing that, is 
merely one among many possible versions of the "same" 
scene. 
The most sensational results of Manet's procedures 
occurred in connection with paintings on the topics of 
death and sexuality. The Dead Matador (1864), Christ with 
Angels (1864), The Execution of Emperor Maximilian (1868), 
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and The Suicide (1881) jointly emphasize the paradox 
that death is both an irreversible fact and a brief mo-
ment in a longer process with an unknowable destina-
tion. Two canvases done in 1863, Olympia and Dejeuner 
sur l'herbe (dubiously translated as Picnic), managed to 
scandalize nearly the entire adult population of Paris 
by departing from the accepted norms for the repre-
sentation of female nudity. The uproar was too great 
for anyone to notice that Manet had borrowed freely 
from the works of past masters like Giorgione, Titian, 
and Goya. Manet's sin resided in the fact that his naked 
ladies could not be classified simply as either noble 
goddesses or lusty prostitutes. Consequently, the re-
sponse provoked by these paintings was neither adora-
tion nor desire but anxiety. 
Even today, after many artistic revolutions and pro-
found changes in the cultural climate, Manet's art re-
tains much of the disquieting power that so rumpled 
the sensibilities of his contemporaries. Whether we are 
confronting the nudes who gaze upon us with self-
confident composure or the dreadfully relaxed body of 
a dead Christ whose eyes seem yet to behold the light, 
Manet reminds us of the continuing uncertainty in our 
attitudes toward love and mortality. Manet himself, far 
from lamenting this situation of uncertainty, made it 
the occasion for exploring new forms of beauty and the 
new human relationships emerging from the collapse 
of traditional order. We could do worse than to imitate 
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On the Surface 
Words and Words by 
Beckett and Stoppard 
John Steven Paul 
The three theatre pieces that make 
up a current ninety-minute program 
at the Harold Clurman T heatre in 
New York are simultaneously mys-
terious, provocative, funny, and 
compelling. T hey are the essence 
of what we expect from Samuel 
Beckett, as directed by Alan Schnei-
der. In Ohio Impromptu two ancient 
men sit at a bare table while one 
reads a story to the other. In Cata-
strophe a director and his assistant 
drape and sculpt a human figure for 
public unveiling. In What Where 
four shadowy operatives interrogate 
one another, in tu rn, under the 
supervision of a megaphone speak-
ing with a voice of its own, but at-
tached to no apparent body. And 
that's it. 
Works as spare as these fairly beg 
for interpretation. They excite the 
exegetical ferrets in the audience, 
who immediately commence dig-
ging in the detritus of difficulty. 
Critical objective : bring meaning 
to the surface. As if Beckett's sur-
faces were not challenging enough 
in themselves! In spite of the fact 
that we have had thirty years of 
John Steven Pau l writes regularly 
about Theatre for The Cresset. 
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Works as spare as Samuel Beckett's fairly beg 
for interpretation-and they duly receive it. 
theatre from the author of Waiting 
for Godot and Endgame, we still ex-
pect that there is more to what we 
see than what has met our eyes. 
Such expectations lead to yearnings 
and finally to anxiety. Meaning 
looks to be just another level deeper 
than where we are . 
As therapy for our anxiety, Beck-
ett, often speaking through his 
American voice, Alan Schneider, 
recommends a long trip back to the 
surface, back to theatre, back to see-
ing and hearing. "Look not at what 
it means, but what it is," Schneider 
told Studs Terkel in a recent inter-
view. To his actors the director 
says, "don't think, don't theorize; 
just do it, experience it." And, in 
Beckett's words, "let the overtones 
fall where they may." 
So. At the tiny off-Broadway the-
atre, Ohio Impromptu (composed 
originally for a symposium on Beck-
ett's work at the Ohio State Univer-
sity) begins, or emerges from the 
kind of inky blackness that is some-
thing more than the mere absence 
of light : it is a vision of the void. In 
a moment, a portion of the space is 
transformed into a chiarascuro still-
life. The surface of a long, rectangu-
lar table is bathed in white light. 
The table is bare but for a broad-
brimmed hat, which lies on it un-
disturbed. There are two chairs. No 
pictures. No windows. 
Two men bend over the table . 
They are identical in appearance: 
so ancient as to be once removed 
from apparition. The raw light 
makes their flesh shimmer. Their 
wigs are snowy and streaming, their 
hairless faces chalky, their hands 
silvery and the fingers spidery. 
T hey wear habits as black as their 
milieu, so that the heads, faces, and 
hands float above the table . One of 
the snowy-haired ancients laboredly 
reads to his twin companion from 
the crackling leaves of a dusty book. 
His voice is a toneless rasp, drained 
of color and musicality. 
The two are engrossed in the tale 
of a voyager, a sad stranger with a 
"dear, dear face," who is lost and in 
need of comfort. At intervals during 
the reading, The Listener raps his 
knuckles sharply on the table, and 
The Reader obediently repeats a 
sentence. Satisfied, The Listener 
raps a second softer blow signaling 
The Reader to continue. This he 
does until "there's nothing more 
to tell." At which point The Reader 
raises the cover of the tome and 
closes it. It has been a long story, 
but like all stories, once told, there 
is no more to tell. The book closed, 
the stage returns to darkness. 
The intermission is too brief to 
contemplate all the possibilities sug-
gested by the Reader and the Lis-
tener. Monks? Scholars? Pale old 
men pining after more sanguine 
days? They are certainly reminiscent 
of earlier Beckett pairs: Didi and 
Gogo, Pozzo and Lucky, Hamm and 
Clov, Krapp and his last tape. 
The three characters in Beckett's 
Catastrophe are so immediately and 
laughably recognizable that the 
play takes on the qualities of farce . 
The Director, His Assistant, and 
The Protagonist act their brief scene 
in another kind of void, an empty 
stage. General lighting illuminates 
the entire stage house of the tiny 
Clurman theatre. The black velour 
curtains have been drawn to expose 
the back wall of grey brick and a 
shadowy storage loft above. The 
outside door is visible and clearly 
marked "EXIT." On a black plinth 
at center stands a tall , slender figure 
absolutely inert and entirely cloaked 
in a black gown. A broad-brimmed 
hat is pulled down over its face and 
its hands tucked into the sleeves of 
the gown. Only the alabaster toes 
are emergent and visible. At the 
rise of the curtain, the Director's 
Assistant is circling the figure, ob-
serving, checking, and making notes . 
Dressed in a grey smock, the Direc-
tor's Assistant blends with the gen-
eral color scheme of the piece: black 
and white, and grey. 
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The interpretive possibilities of Beckett are myriad: Is Catastrophe, for example, 
a comment on tyrannical theatrical directors? Or on the theatricality of tyranny? 
The single exception to the grey 
color spectrum is a swivel arm chair 
upholstered in bright orange and 
set to the left of the plinth. This is 
the Director's seat. From the orange 
chair, the Director, attired in a fur 
coat and a tocque to match, reviews 
his work up to this point. There are 
questions about details: 
D[irector] : What has he on underneath? 
(A[ssistant] moves toward P[rotagonist] .) 
Say it. 
(A ha lts .) 
A: His night attire. 
D: Color? 
A: Ash . 
(D takes out a cigar.) 
D: Light. 
(A returns , lights the cigar, stands still. 
D smokes .) 
D: How's the skull? 
A: You've seen it . 
D: I forget. (A moves toward P.) Say it. 
(A halts .) 
A: Molting. A few tufts. 
D: Color? 
A: Ash . 
(Pause.) 
The review is complete, but there 
will be those inevitable minuscule 
adjustments before the opening: 
D (off. plaintive): I can't see the toes . (Irri· 
tably) I'm sitting in the front row of the 
stalls and can't see the toes . 
A (rising): I make a note. (She takes out 
pad , takes pencil , notes .) Raise pedestal. 
D : There 's a trace of face. 
A: I make a note . (She takes out pad , takes 
pencil , makes to note.) 
D: Down the head . 
(A at a loss.) 
D: (Irritably): Get going. Down his head . 
(A puts back pad and pencil. goes to P. 
bows his head further , steps back.) A 
shade more. (A advances, bows the head 
further .) Stop! (A steps back.) Fine. It 's 
coming. 
The Director, like Samuel Beckett, 
is a man of very few words and fewer 
sentences. But no word that he im-
periously utters is wasted; each 
accomplishes its purpose. He will 
have his protagonist exactly as he 
wants him, and he will have his 
cigar lighted on demand. The As-
sistant is absolutely obedient. She 
manipulates the figure as if it were 
clay. Suddenly, the Protagonist 
shivers a bit. We get a look into his 
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eyes. He is alive. Nevertheless, his 
primary status is the Director's crea-
tion. And it is gradually being 
readied for show. The Assistant 
takes off the gown, revealing grey 
pajamas; she removes the hat, ex-
posing a balding scalp; she opens his 
blouse and lifts the pajamas over his 
shins, baring whitened skin. His 
head is bent, his clawlike hands 
("fibrous deterioration") are clasped 
and held prayerfully in front of the 
breast. His torso is tilted and his 
eyes are raised. At last the Director 
is satisfied. Even pleased: "Good. 
There's our catastrophe. In the bag. 
Once more and I'm off." 
On the Director's command, the 
stage lights are faded down. A spot-
light splashes the top of the Protag-
onist's white head and a footlight 
outlines the angles of his skeletal 
silhouette. The feeble spectacle 
draws a recorded "storm of ap-
plause." Then the Protagonist, that 
is, "the Catastrophe," lifts his face 
and eyes into the light and fixes the 
audience in his gaze. The applause 
"falters, dies." Lights down. 
Again, the interpretive possibil-
ities are myriad: is Catastrophe a 
comment on tyrannical theatrical 
directors? Or on the theatricality of 
tyranny? Both tyrants and directors 
have created famous catastrophe in 
the past . Why does the Director wear 
a costume fit for a winter in Moscow? 
Why does the Assistant speak with 
vaguely slavic accent? (The piece is 
dedicated to Vaclav Havel, a dissi-
dent Czech dramatist whose plays 
have been banned since the Sixties.) 
Any underlying political message is 
predictably vague. But on the sur-
face, the Director-Protagonist rela-
tionship again recalls the master-
slave pairs of Pozzo and Lucky in 
Waiting for Godot and Hamm and 
Clov in Endgame. 
The farcical Catastrophe gives 
place to the spooky What Where. 
Here, ghostly figures dressed in 
cassocks and white wigs appear, dis-
appear, and reappear as if through 
a rip in the void. The dimly lighted 
area of the stage constitutes an inter-
rogation space. The four figures are 
identified (in the program) only as 
Bam, Born, Bim, and Bern. But 
there is another presence in the 
space. This presence (identified as 
the voice of Bam), is a megaphone, 
suspended by invisible means. In an 
eerie, amplified voice, the mega-
phone establishes the rhythm of the 
interrogations: "I begin." "I con-
tinue." "I switch off." It is impossible 
to tell who is interrogating whom. 
The figures are identical to one an-
other and, as in Ohio Impromptu, the 
voices are reduced to a monotone 
rasp devoid of individual character. 
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Tom Stoppard is in the line of English playwrights who have woven elegant fabrics 
of puns, epigrams, and double entendre with which to drape their social comedy. 
There are simply questions in the 
void. 
The questions focus on whether 
any of those being interrogated 
have seen "him," or talked to "him." 
Each sequence proceeds until the 
question "where?"- a question for 
which there is no answer-at which 
point the questions stop abruptly. 
After several sequences, the ques-
tioning ceases, the megaphone 
switches off, and the stage returns 
to black. Who are the questioners? 
To whom do the questions refer? 
Where are we? Unclear. There are 
simply questioners, questions, and 
space. There are figures. There is 
sound. The audience is left, not with 
meanings, but certainly with mes-
sages, the messages of visual and 
aural imagery. 
It is Alan Schneider and his com-
pany's control of the theatrical 
imagery that make the Beckett plays 
the fascinating and seductive puzzles 
that they are. Here is impeccable 
mastery of light and sound, texture, 
rhythm, and focus. Somewhere be-
tween the photograph and the film, 
these productions possess the com-
posure of the former and the anima-
tion of the latter, in combination 
with the presence and the concrete-
ness that is the real stuff of the the-
atrical event. The images are so mar-
velous, on their surfaces, that we 
are less concerned, for the moment 
at least, with sub-text or underlying 
meaning. We simply take them for 
what thPy are, rather than for what 
they may mean. 
• • • 
There are some interesting con-
nections between Samuel Beckett 
and Tom Stoppard, author of Rosen-
crantz and Guildenstern are Dead and 
Travesties, and currently represented 
on Broadway by The Real Thing. 
Beckett, according to Alan Schnei-
der, is Stoppard's favorite play-
wright. Like Beckett, Stoppard is an 
admirer of the Czechoslovakian 
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Vaclav Havel, the dissident play-
wright whom Stoppard calls "his 
mirror image." Like Beckett, Stop-
pard understands words not only as 
signifiers of something else, but as 
discrete physical phenomena, ca-
pable and worthy of experiencing 
directly. Words, for Stoppard, have 
a plastic quality. 
Tom Stoppard is a sculptor of 
words. He is the latest of an ancient 
line of English playwrights- Con-
greve, Sheridan, Wilde, Coward 
among them-who have woven ele-
gant fabrics of puns, epigrams, and 
double entendre with which to 
drape their social comedy. As much 
as any of his predecessors, Stop-
pard's forte is language. He uses 
words metaphorically, moralistic-
ally, and, in The Real Thing, mar-
tially . The characters repeatedly 
misdirect each other with repartee, 
catch each other up in their own 
linguistic nets, feint and fake each 
other out of balance. For Stoppard, 
words are, variously, tools for anal-
ysis and devices for obfuscation, 
manifestations and masks, caresses 
and weapons, and toys. 
Henry, the central character in 
The Real Thing, is a sophisticated 
and successful English playwright 
whose long suit is witty language. 
He is married to Charlotte, an ac-
tress who is his star on the West End 
and his equal in the ongoing con-
versational battle that is the spine of 
their marriage. Their life is built on 
language : he writes it, she recites it, 
and they fire it back and forth in-
cessantly. A typical round goes like 
this : 
HENRY : H ow was it last night , by the 
way? (He hands MAX and CHARLOTTE 
their glasses.) 
CHARLOTTE: Hopeless. I had to fake it 
again. 
HENRY : Very witty woman . my present 
wife. Actually . I was talking about my 
play. 
CHARLOTTE: Actually, so was I. 
Yet Henry and Charlotte sense 
that there is a difference between the 
language of plays and the language 
of real life. In Henry's play, Char-
lotte is having an affair; in real life 
Henry is having an affair. Henry's 
affair is with Annie, whose husband 
plays opposite Charlotte in Henry's 
play. Henry's play is House of Cards. 
It falls down around the characters, 
blown down in a wind of words. But 
Stoppard's play is The Real Thing, 
which suggests a fundamental dis-
tinction between Henry's dramatic 
art (and Stoppard's?) and something 
else, the real thing. In fact, the play's 
title seems to suggest that "the real 
thing" is ineffable, it cannot or 
should not be put into words at all. 
What, then, is the real thing? Per-
haps it is the kind of music that 
Henry prefers. He's an aficianado of 
the great pop stars of the Fifties and 
Sixties: the Crystals, Neil Sedaka, 
Procul Harum, and Herman's Her-
mits. Despite the concerted efforts 
of many to bring him to an appre-
ciation of the finer things in music, 
Henry believes that the Righteous 
Brothers' recording of "You've Lost 
That Lovin ' Feelin"' is "probably the 
most haunting noise ever produced 
by the human spirit." "It moves me," 
Henry says, "the way people are 
supposed to be moved by real music." 
Real things are feeling things , things 
that move a person. 
The discovery of Henry and 
Annie's affair blows down his card 
house marriage to Charlotte and 
soon Henry and Annie are blissfully 
pursuing the real thing together. As 
a tribute to their loving feeling, 
Henry is writing a play for Annie-
and struggling with it. He is con-
stitutionally unable to write about 
love, because it's so unliterary. Love, 
as Henry puts it, "is happiness ex-
pressed in banality and lust." What-
ever he writes comes out childish or 
rude, and "the rude bits are abso-
lutely juvenile." "You'll have to 
learn to do sub-text," Annie, who is 
preparing for a role in Miss Julie, 
advises, "my Strindberg is steaming 
with lust, but there's nothing rude 
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Stoppard has written a long play to make a rather small point; beneath the art-
for-art's-sake linguistic surface, The Real Thing is really disappointing. 
on the page. We just talk round it." 
No one would appear to know more 
about "talking round it" than Henry. 
It's his business. Henry is only an 
amateur in the field of feeling, but 
he is a professional writer. But can 
writing be the real thing? This be-
comes the central issue of The 
Real Thing. 
Annie has been philosophically 
smitten by a coarse and bigoted 
young Army private named Brodie, 
whom she met on a train traveling 
to an anti-missile demonstration. 
Brodie is currently in prison, for at 
that demonstration, the army pri-
vate desecrated a monument to the 
war dead, burned a wreath to the 
unknown soldier, and beat up two 
policemen. According to Annie, his 
actions constituted a political act 
motivated by deep political feeling. 
Now Brodie, at Annie's passionate 
instigation, has written a play. When 
Annie brings it to Henry, he names 
it a bad play-poorly written, that 
is. Hurt and hateful, Annie fires 
back a series of charges against 
writers and writing: writers are self-
justified, they are members of an 
establishment club which jealously 
protects its prerogatives and ex-
cludes those who do not meet its 
standards, they are not real : 
You're a writer . You write because you're 
a writer. Even when you write about some-
thing. you have to think up something to 
write about just so you can keep writing. 
More well chosen words nicely put to-
gether. So what? Why should that be it? 
Who says? 
This then is the central question 
of Henry's existence. There must be 
a right thing to say in response to 
Annie that will preserve his identity 
and the love of his life. Stoppard 
provides Henry with an answer in 
the form of an analogy. Writing is 
like a cricket bat. When a few care-
fully chosen pieces of wood are 
welded together in just the right 
way, they become a tool that will 
power a cricket ball a long way. 
Pieces of wood that are neither well 
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chosen nor well put together will 
only sting the batter's hands. The 
cricket ball will dribble only a few 
paces away. In this way writing is 
real, it accomplishes something, it 
has a purpose . More than that, 
Henry continues, good writing re-
flects good thinking. The good 
writer may not be morally better, 
but he is intellectually better. A 
truly good writer has a good self. 
This argument is not wasted on 
Annie; she casts off Brodie (in the 
climactic scene, she smashes a bowl 
of potato chip dip in his face), re-
turns to Henry, and as the curtain 
falls they are off to bed. 
Good writing reflects good think-
ing and thus good writing is a real 
thing: it comes from deep inside the 
self, like love. Stoppard has written 
a long play to make that rather small 
point. Good writing, in this case, 
reflects, if not bad thinking, at least 
small thinking. And this from the 
author of Rosencrantz and Cui/den-
stern Are Dead, a play that had much 
to say about the essential meaning 
of existence. Here, he has led us 
merrily and happily around his 
wordy playground. It has been great 
fun. And, on the surface, the pro-
duction at the Plymouth Theatre, 
starring Jeremy Irons as Henry and 
Glenn Close as Annie, is superior 
in every way. Stoppard has done up 
the surfaces in lovely art-for-art's-
sake linguistic decoration, but be-
neath the surface The Real Thing is 
really disappointing. Cl 
Getting to Kirchentellinsfurt 
You cross the bridge at Altenburg, just where 
The Neckar shreds into a loose green braid 
before it tightens for its race again 
towards Tubingen, to reach the mountain trails. 
The straight-up one, east of the forester's 
plank hut beside a singsong stream cascading 
down from Teufelsklinge (where earli~r 
the deer were drinking), is by far the best. 
The climbing's tough, but in such towering 
company of pine that lick at sky and 
spit it groundward, turning air to silver 
electricity for Sunday lungs, you 
barely mind. 
Then, finally, the top! 
You'll 
vow to rest, but something more than silence 
tugs you on, as if the ridge's secret 
could be known beyond the moist bark-cushion 
path at moss-green tunnel's end 
where sky waves 
violet and wildflowers thicken, cresting 
at the edge, rolling then in painted waves 
down, down to where the spires and ivory-pink 
half-timbered houses of the rosy folk 









By Robert Towers. New York: Harper 
and Row. 336 pp. $15.95. 
After finishing Robert Towers' 
The Summoning, I could not help 
myself. I wrote him a letter. I had 
to tell him what his novel did to me. 
I was probably not overly articulate 
since I sent it off before I should 
have, ignoring Wordsworth's ad-
vice to recollect emotion in tran-
quillity. (Towers' picture on the 
book jacket smiles back uncertainly 
at me now.) But then I seriously 
doubt that what Towers has stirred 
up in me could be recollected in 
tranquillity. 
Robert Towers has written the 
book I have wanted to read ever 
since I arrived at Wheaton's door-
step. Up to that point I had not 
seriously wondered why the evan-
gelical world seemed so artistically 
barren. Up to that point I actually 
knew very little about the evangeli-
cal world. But as soon as I was given 
the task of teaching creative expres-
Jill Baumgaertner teaches English at 
Wheaton College. She will soon be tak-
ing a leave to do research on Flannery 
O'Connor. 
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Robert Towers has written a powerful novel that 
does not sacrifice artistic merit to earnest piety. 
sion to Wheaton students, and had 
to consider seriously what it meant 
to integrate faith and learning, I 
began to look around for models. I 
found plenty: Flannery O'Connor, 
Walker Percy, Graham Greene , 
T. S. Eliot, W. H. Auden, Dostoev-
sky. The list continues, but notice 
that these authors are Roman Cath-
olic, Anglican , and Russian Ortho-
dox. There are no evangelicals on 
the list. There are no Lutherans 
either. Curious, isn't it? 
What is it in the two traditions 
that keeps the literary impulse from 
attaining excellence? Perhaps it is a 
strong dose of pietistic guilt. Luther 
himself used metaphor remarkably 
well. He demonstrated a facility 
for story-telling in his sermons and 
informal writings, but he still con-
tended that the story, the poem, the 
metaphor, were insufficient in them-
selves. He would never have em-
braced an art-for-art's-sake phil-
osophy. All art, he felt, must be seen 
in the context of God's Word. This, 
of course, is a truth that must be con-
fronted by each and every Christian 
artist, no matter what his or her 
medium might be. I believe, how-
ever, that a perversion of this idea 
has prevailed in both Lutheran and 
evangelical seminaries. This version 
requires the artist to preach. 
It is absolutely true that all of our 
work should be dedicated to the 
glory of God. But all too often God's 
glory has to be satisfied with shoddy 
craftsmanship, moralistic meander-
ings, or, in the case of the recent rash 
of "Christian" romances, Christian 
messages plastered onto feeble, 
formula-based plots. Even the genre 
of the Christian historical novel, 
over which Lutheran Paul Maier 
reigns , does not allow true repre-
sentation of character. Character, 
beauty of language, subtlety of de-
velopment are all sacrificed in the 
name of historical accuracy and the 
furtherance of the Christian cause. 
Last semester a student who had 
been faring poorly in a fiction writ-
ing class brought me a story she had 
stayed up all night writing. She 
wanted me to read it before she 
handed it in because she was afraid 
it was too "crude and secular." She 
said these words softly, eyes averted, 
hand over her mouth . I smiled 
bravely and, sure of what was to 
come, began to read. What a delight-
ful surprise. She had finally shed 
her simplistic ideas about good and 
evil and written a real story about a 
girl who actually lived in a fallen 
world, a heroine for whom tran-
scendence had been a brief glimpse 
of a dancer once a long time ago. 
Yes, parts of the story were "crude 
and secular," but what a break-
through this student had expe-
rienced. She will soon be ready, I 
think, to confront the real meaning 
of the gospel where, according to 
Eliot, time will be redeemed by 
time. Our artists don't have to wal-
low in our muddy, fallen world, but 
they do have to be as honest about 
its garishness as they are about God's 
grace. Grace is, after all, meaning-
less in Eden. 
Our artists don't need 
to wallow in our muddy, 
fallen world, but they do 
have to be as honest about 
its garishness as they 
are about God's grace. 
At the risk of being "rearranged" 
by an editor who will correctly feel 
that I have digressed far enough, I 
need also to mention two other 
authors who have attempted, but 
not totally succeeded at what Towers 
has done in The Summoning. Larry 
Woiwode, winner of the William 
Faulkner Foundation Award for his 
first novel, What I'm Going To Do I 
Think, and author of another fine 
novel, Beyond the Bedroom Wall, con-
verted to Christianity not too long 
after the publication of the second 
novel. With new fervor and an in-
tense desire to tell the good news, 
he wrote Pappa John. He could not, 
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After a twenty-year silence, Towers has produced an extraordinary account of a 
man's conversion. One wonders at first just how autobiographical the account is. 
of course, smother his talent, which 
surfaces for breath on almost every 
page. His style is exquisite, but the 
novel ultimately does not work be-
cause Woiwode's desire to proclaim 
Truth squashes truth. In the end 
nothing feels true. His character 
experiences a conversion, but Woi-
wode has alienated me as a reader 
because I sense that he is pushing 
ideas at me, that he is trying too hard 
to make sure that I understand the 
gospel. His character seems merely 
a means to an end. 
Similarly, Harold Fickett's recent 
novel, The Holy Fool, tries too hard. 
Fickett, also an evangelical, is not 
the craftsman Woiwode is , nor is he 
as mature in years or style. His 
character, a Baptist minister, un-
dergoes a different kind of conver-
sion, a conversion that splits open 
evangelical cliche and leaves him 
searching for truth, any truth. The 
problem with Fickett's book is that 
he is writing for a limited audience. 
Without an exception, The Holy 
Fool has appealed to all of my friends 
who are male evangelical scholars 
with a seminary background. These 
are the ones who can see bits of them-
selves in the novel. Any good novel 
should, no matter how foreign an 
experience might be to a reader, 
allow the reader to have the expe-
rience. But Fickett's novel excludes 
non-evangelicals, non-fundamental-
ists, and women. (Certain factual 
inaccuracies indicate that he needs 
more knowledge about the latter. 
For example, at one point a Caesar-
san section is performed with a 
woman's legs in stirrups.) Fickett 
has not written a novel with univer-
sal appeal. 
It is against this background that 
I read and celebrate Robert Towers. 
I know little about him beyond the 
book jacket blurb that indicates he 
teaches at Queens College, CUNY, 
and in the early 1960s published 
two other novels. After a twenty-year 
silence Towers has written an extra-
ordinary book about a man's con-
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version. One wonders just how auto-
biographical the account is and what 
exactly has transpired in those 
twenty years. But, finally, one does 
not really care about any similarities 
to the author's own experience. One 
cares only for Towers' character, 
Larry Hux, a foundation executive 
who has lost his will, his sense of 
order and decency, his connections 
with other human beings, including 
his wife, and in the process of es-
trangement from her, his son and 
his sexuality. The first scene finds 
him alone in his apartment, eating 
pistachios in his robe, "stained down 
the front with beer and smearings 
of cheese, its pockets lined with 
trapped crumbs." His slovenliness 
is private. To the outside world he 
is an immaculately dressed, su-
premely efficient executive. The 
outside world knows nothing of 
Hux's nightmares. And Hux is an 
excellent actor. 
In the early 60s Hux and his 
friend Clark Helmholtz had trav-
eled to Mississippi to fight in the 
civil rights movement. After a few 
weeks, Hux had been summoned 
home by his wife who was coping 
with a new baby and righteously 
indignant over her husband's ab-
On A bortion 
sence at such a time. Shortly there-
after, Clark Helmholtz was shot by 
a 55-year-old physician and resident 
of Alhambra, Mississippi. Hux has 
lived for many years with survivor's 
guilt and now Clark has begun to 
visit him in visions and dreams. In 
order to exorcise this ghost and sat-
isfy his desire to do something about 
Clark's death, Hux devises a foun-
dation project which will take him 
to Mississippi for a fe~ weeks. There 
he plans to seek out Claiborne 
Herne, his friend's murderer, who 
had been acquitted of the crime. His 
goal is to humiliate Herne, to bring 
him to his knees and, even though 
he never directly says so, perhaps 
to kill him. 
In order to weasel his way into the 
Herne home, Hux adopts the dis-
guise of a fundamentalist Bible 
preacher, and pretends to court the 
souls of Herne and his deaf sister, 
Isabelle. The pretense soon becomes 
coincidence, for once Hux has put 
on the disguise, it begins to fit him 
more closely than he had ever antici-
pated. Accompanying Miss Isabelle 
to a revival service, Hux himself 
is revived and experiences what he 
has never seen before. Although he 
does not respond to the altar call 
John Striete/meier I Legalized Homicide 
Richard Stith I Why I Care About Abortion 
Calvin Eichhorst I Moral and Theologies/Issues 
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Donald A. Affeldt I A Response 
David Horowitz and Jean Garton I Abortion: 
Should the Constitution 
Protect the Right to Choose? 
All Six Essays in One Twenty-Four Page Folio 
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Never before has the conversion experience seemed so valid, so legitimate, so 
acceptable to me. That is because an artist is at work here, not an evangelist. 
(he is on the verge of doing so, but 
Isabelle grabs hold of his coattail 
and will not let go), later in a private 
interview with the Reverend Archie 
B. Thurlow, he accepts Christ as his 
personal savior. 
Conversion has been handled be-
fore in literature, but rarely as skill-
fully as in The Summoning. Only 
one other Bible preacher in litera-
ture has been captured with equal 
sensitivity- the Reverend Shegog 
in Faulkner's The Sound and the 
Fury. Here in The Summoning is an 
actual conversion narrative. Ever a 
Lutheran and ever wary of indul-
gent emotionalism in religious ex-
pression and practice, I was skepti-
cal, to say the least, about just how 
Towers was going to bring this 
whole thing off. Towers opened my 
eyes and made me believe-in Larry 
Hux, in the Reverend Thurlow, 
and in spectacularly sudden con-
version. Never before has the expe-
rience seemed so valid, so legiti-
mate, so acceptable to me. That is 
because an artist is at work here, 
not an evangelist, and in his clear-
sightedness, his precision, his dex-
trous handling of imagery and 
theme, Robert Towers has also hap-
pened to present the gospel. But the 
gospel came out of the character; it 
was not plastered on top of the char-
acter, or added as a moralistic foot-
note. 
In fact, although Larry Hux's life 
is turned around by the event, he 
still, at the end of the book, is not 
quite sure what has happened to 
him . "Jesus was the name I spoke, 
the name I prayed to. But the name 
doesn't seem necessary to me now, 
maybe not even useful any more. 
It's at the center of Brother Thur-
low's whole system, but I'm not sure 
how much I'm committed to it," 
Larry says. "All I can say right now 
is that the name and everything 
built around it strike me as an effort 
to tie down something that is a lot 
bigger and a lot simpler-well, 
'simpler' isn 't the word I want." 
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Larry has been "turned upside 
down and shaken." His first impulse 
is to quit his job and follow Rev. 
Thurlow around the country. But 
he soon understands that he must 
go home to his son and begin again 
there. 
When his intellect catches up with 
his emotions, Hux realizes that he 
has been haunted by the death of 
his friend Clark, that that was one 
event in his life he had not resolved. 
Claiborne Herne, Clark's murderer, 
has also been haunted by the death 
in a more literal fashion, paying 
blackmail money for years to 
Rooney, a black crook, who per-
jured himself on Herne's behalf at 
the murder trial. Herne has given 
up his medical practice and now 
lives in limbo and solitude, an al-
coholic recluse, drained of his will, 
a hollow man. 
In a Flannery O'Connor twist to 
the tale, Towers forces Hux to re-
member his last night with Clark, 
and there uncovers Hux's real prob-
lem. Clark haunts him because Hux 
feels more than just survivor's guilt. 
Hux remembers the violent quarrel 
he and Clark had on that final night, 
Clark indignant over Hux's aban-
donment of the Cause just because 
his wife wanted him home. Hux and 
Clark battled physically and only 
the intercession of a third party pre-
vented Hux from strangling Clark 
to death. Hux realizes that he has 
actually been just as guilty-maybe 
even more guilty-than Claiborne 
Herne, because at least Herne had 
been aiming at someone else, hitting 
Clark by mistake. But Hux had for 
a few raw moments wanted to kill 
his friend. 
In a conversation with the Rev. 
Thurlow, Clark realizes that there 
are no easy answers (and this is pre-
cisely where Towers parts company 
with other evangelically oriented 
writers). Thurlow and Hux have 
been discussing Hux's visions of his 
dead friend. Thurlow says he 
doesn't know for sure just what the 
vision was. Perhaps the ghost was 
the Devil, tempting Hux to kill 
Herne. Maybe the ghost was an 
angel of the Lord, summoning Hux 
to Alhambra to be converted and in 
turn convert Claiborne Herne. But 
there is a third possibility. 
Brother Thurlow took several deep gulps 
of his Coke while frowning at Hux over the 
rim of the tilted can. Then he smacked his 
lips and said. "The third possibi lity is that 
the good Lord 's plannin' to turn the tables 
on ol ' Satan . usin' me as His agent ." He 
emitted a prolonged belch and continued. 
"It goes like this . The Devil really sets out 
to destroy you , appearin' as your friend 
Clark and temptin ' you to murder that ol' 
man. That is , Clark really is the Devil. 
frightenin' and evil , and not an angel at 
all. So the Devil summons you to 
Mississippi to commit murder, but the 
Lord steps in and sends you all unexpectin ' 
and unprepared to hear me preach . And 
lo and behold . you git knocked off your 
feet by the Spirit. So instead of killin' Dr. 
Herne, you're goin ' to end up bein ' the 
agent of his salvation. Pretty neat . huh?" 
"So according to what you're saying," 
said Hux very slowly . "it makes no differ-
ence whether Clark is a devil or an angel. 
It comes to the same thing in the end." 
To make the results even more 
ambiguous, Herne ends up commit-
ting suicide the night after he is 
saved. Towers allows no easy con-
clusions. 
Hux does kill off the ghost. He 
regains himself and his will and his 
lost sexuality. He redeems his past, 
proving that, as Eliot has written in 
"Burnt Norton," "only through time 
time is conquered." Towers also 
seems to understand that only 
through the Word does the word 
assume flesh . Cl 
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The Nation 
Has Anyone Seen the 
Moral Majority? 
Albert R. Trost 
In the years 1980 and 1981, we 
were inundated by newspaper and 
magazine articles, television fea-
tures, and even books on the Moral 
Majority and "the new Christian 
right." The Cresset made its small 
contribution to this flood of atten-
tion. This columnist even did a 
piece or two on this political and 
religious phenomenon. 
The Moral Majority, and more 
generally the new Christian right, 
got this attention because of its 
rather intense involvement and per-
ceived influence in the 1980 na-
tional elections, especially its role 
in the defeat of several well-known 
U.S. Senators. It was also credited 
with helping in the victory of Ronald 
Reagan. Its role in the 1980 election 
was followed by a campaign to 
"clean up" television . This latter 
campaign in particular got both the 
attention and the organized reaction 
of some major American liberal in-
tellectuals led by television pro-
ducer Norman Lear. 
Almost all of the evaluations of 
Albert R. Trost is chairman of the 
Department of Political Science at Val-
paraiso University and a regular con-
tributor to The Cresset on political 
affai7·s. 
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Were we too easily alarmed or impressed by the 
Moral Majority? Its influence today seems minor. 
the Moral Majority and similar 
groups which appeared in 1980 
through 1982 assumed that the new 
Christian right was politically 
powerful and a force to be reckoned 
with in the future. Many of the anal-
yses also saw the new religious right 
as a group or a movement that was 
fundamentally outside of the Amer-
ican political-constitutional tradi-
tion and, in fact , a threat to that tra-
dition. Certainly, Norman Lear and 
his friends saw an immediate threat 
to free speech and free press in the 
campaign to "clean up" television. 
Many in the mainstream churches 
and in secular civil libertarian 
groups found an explicit violation 
of the separation of church and 
state in the new Christian right's 
electoral and lobbying activities. 
Book titles like Thunder on the Right 
by Alan Crawford (1980), God's 
Bullies: Power Politics and Religious 
Tyranny by Perry Deane Young 
(1982), and Prime Time Preachers: 
The Rising Power of Televangelism by 
Jeffrey Hadden and Charles Swann 
(1981) suggest both the power and 
the threat that many perceived on 
the Christian right. 
Were we too easily alarmed or 
impressed? Where, one wonders, is 
the Moral Majority today? The 
name is still sometimes used to con-
jure up an evil and unwanted pres-
ence in American politics, but is the 
Moral Majority still the influential 
and threatening group that many 
saw in 1981? The Reverend Jerry 
Falwell still appears regularly on 
television, perhaps as frequently as 
before, but he is now rarely linked 
to any organization outside of his 
own church and its related enter-
prises. 
The nature of groups on the Chris-
tian right was initially misperceived 
and their power over-estimated by 
many. The impression in 1980 was 
that the Moral Majority and Jerry 
Falwell were in the vanguard of a 
social movement comprised of mil-
lions of alienated citizens. It was 
compared to the nativist movement 
in nineteenth-century America and 
to the temperance crusade that 
backed the prohibition amendment. 
Other characteristics seen in the 
new Christian right were the few 
highly charged symbols and phrases 
that seemed to mobilize and unify 
the masses like "morality," a "Chris-
tian America," and the "killing of 
the unborn." The politicized evan-
gelicals seemed to represent a popu-
list protest about the declining status 
of tradition-bound, religious, rural, 
and simple people in an increasing-
ly secular society, and they pro-
claimed their message with a stri-
dency, irrationality, and religious 
dogmatism that did not appear com-
patible with the game of brokerage 
interest group politics, the prevail-
ing political game in American 
politics. 
This image of an unleashed popu-
lar mass movement was not dis-
couraged by the leaders of the move-
ment. Electronic preachers claimed 
audiences of millions of viewers. 
Further claims of hundreds of mil-
lions in contributions were made by 
both supporters and detractors, the 
latter eager to prove the greed of the 
electronic churchmen. Jerry Fal-
well boasted as high as three million 
supporters for the Moral Majority 
alone. 
These numbers seemed to escalate 
beyond the wildest imagination 
when potential appeal was stressed. 
Public opinion polls indicated that 
there might be as many as eighty 
million "conservative Christians." 
The 1300 radio and television sta-
tions on which the preachers ap-
peared had, it was said, a potential 
audience of 130 million! The pool 
of names held by Paul W eyrich, 
Howard Phillips, and Richard Vig-
uerie and available for direct mail 
solicition numbered in the millions. 
The technology and public relations 
expertise in the New Right alone 
was very impressive and, to some, 
frightening. 
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As students of American history and politics know, mass social movements are not 
all that common, and those that do appear are difficult to sustain over time. 
As students of American history 
and politics know, mass social move-
ments are not all that common, and 
those that do appear are difficult to 
sustain over time. If the movement's 
objectives can be focused and articu-
lated, the logic of numbers in a 
democratic society will bring some 
victories, though they are most like-
ly to be symbolic. What inevitably 
happens is that the movement turns 
into an organization with bureau-
cracy, rules, and leaders. The leaders 
become more important and more 
manipulative. The number of fo l-
lowers and then members declines. 
The remaining members almost al-
ways lose power to the leaders. In 
the American system, the social 
movement will become, most often, 
an interest group, or occasionally, a 
minor political party. It becomes 
part of the mainstream. Its objec-
tives moderate, but a lso become 
more ach ievable. 
It now looks as if the new Chris-
tian right never made it to the mass 
social movement stage. As a recent 
article by Michael Lienesch in the 
Political Science Quarterly put it, "the 
Christian right is in large part an 
elite phenomenon, a relatively small 
group of preachers and politicians 
allied to the right-wing of the Re-
publican Party." The article goes on 
to point out that the ideology of the 
Christian right is much more con-
servative reaction than radical pro-
test or populism. Rather than a new 
mass wave of popular sentiment, it 
is a permanent, persistent, and 
rather obvious feature of contem-
porary American politics. The 1930s 
had Father Coughlin, the 1950s Carl 
Mcintire, and the 1980s Pat Robert-
son and the 700 Club and Jerry Fal-
well and the Moral Majority. The 
last two will certainly be seen by 
more people than a Carl Mcintire, 
but they already are further along 
the road to conventional interest 
group politics than Mcintire is after 
forty years on the American public 
scene. Neither Mcintire, Robertson, 
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nor Falwell leads a mass movement. 
We have had time for reflection 
and, more important, for better re-
search. The Moral Majority has 
about 500,000 members or sup-
porters. As Jerry Falwell has moved 
more into the mainstream and ac-
commodation with the system, the 
Moral Majority has, in fact , expe-
rienced some significant break-
aways. Some of the people mobilized 
by the strident symbolic appeals of 
1980 do not understand the com-
promise, accommodation, and low 
profile of 1982 and 1983. Jerry Fal-
well 's television audience, which is 
tuned in, it should be remembered, 
for a primarily religious rather than 
political appeal, is about one and 
one-half million on a regular basis. 
That number has not increased a lot 
since 1977. 
A potent social movement 
on the Christian Right is 
possible, but not likely. 
This audience also runs well be-
hind Rex Humbard, Oral Roberts, 
Robert Schuller, and Jimmy Swag-
gart. None of these four has a very 
heavy political content in his preach-
ing, certainly not the kind of sym-
bolic appeal associated with Falwell 
and the Moral Majority. Jimmy 
Swaggart is the leader in the ratings 
among this group with over three 
million viewers on a regular basis. 
Swaggart is more in the tradition of 
the apolitical pentecostal-funda-
mentalist than the politicized Chris-
tian fundamentalism of a Jerry 
Falwell. 
All of this is not to deny the possi-
bility of a genuine social movement 
by the new Christian right, but it 
does show the present limits of the 
potential (or threat) . It is possible 
to reach and mobilize millions of 
people through electronic preach-
ers on the right. However, when 
this happens it tends to be sporadic 
rather than continuous, with only 
short-term political effect. The 
mobilization of evangelical/funda-
mentalist voters behind Ronald Rea-
gan and other conservative Republi-
cans in 1980 and the public outpour-
ing during the school prayer debate 
in Congress earlier this year offer 
two recent examples of elite manip-
ulation of large numbers of people 
through the use of religious sym-
bols. But there was little evidence of 
a social movement between these 
two events. Certainly many people 
were turned-out and turned-on dur-
ing both occasions, but the issue and 
the appeal were initiated from the 
top. Leaders of conservative politi-
cal action committees, conservative 
Republican candidates, and con-
servative office-holders were the 
initiators. There is little that dis-
tinguishes these mobilizations of a 
constituency from the activity of 
many other conventional interest 
groups that want a policy adopted. 
What distinguishes the mobiliza-
tion of the evangelical/fundamenta-
list masses on something like the 
school prayer issue from similar 
interest group mobilization is the 
great difference between elites and 
masses, leaders and led on almost 
everything other than school prayer. 
The conservative Republicans who 
initiated this issue and appeal have 
a far broader political agenda than 
school prayer. It is hard to see how 
the 91.7 per cent of "born-again" 
Christians who support school 
prayer, but are primarily lower-
class, Democratic Party-identifiers, 
could share the big-business-
oriented fiscal and economic pol-
icies of the conservative Republican 
office-holders. Jerry Falwell's, Pat 
Robertson's, and even Jimmy Swag-
gart's style and commitments seem 
to move closer all the time to these 
conservative Republicans. This may 
be the greatest obstacle to the Moral 
Majority or the new Christian right 
in general becoming a mass social 
movement and a significant force 
for change in the last two decades 
of the twentieth century. Cl 
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Some years ago, coming to the 
end of a twelvemonth in England-
real England, Yorkshire, North 
Country, not Oxford, Cambridge, 
or Russell Square-1 felt I had 
grasped something about durability. 
Previously I had lived in a Mid-
west county seat, a Midwest univer-
sity town, a genteel Southern uni-
versity town (where I still live), and 
an expensively eclectic neighbor-
hood of West Los Angeles. All I had 
known of England was the stereo-
typical, from books and movies: 
castles, Gothic ruins, Buckingham 
Palace, bobbies with sticks, narrow 
dim streets (the haze produced partly 
by Sherlock Holmes' pipe smoke), 
purple moors, blazes of daffodils all 
over the island, and a sheep here 
and there between hedgerows, 
blocking small ugly cars with right-
hand drive. 
But knowledge is not experience. 
After a year in England, traveling 
by car whenever possible-a small 
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Time worships ,language, forgives those by 
whom it lives, honors those who keep it alive. 
ugly German car with left-hand 
drive-l understood that the novels 
and films were correct. Much of my 
looking around was in the large 
county of Yorkshire, from my base 
in Leeds, where there were indeed 
old lichen-covered Norman 
churches and also Gothic ruins 
called abbeys. Their thick stone 
walls stood out under the sky, in 
this vale or that, just as the pictures 
showed. 
Experience confirms knowledge. 
Even before dwelling for an after-
noon at any of the Yorkshire abbeys 
-Fountains, Rievaulx, Bolton-1 
would have sworn that they existed. 
But after having seen them, walked 
in their shadows and on the grass 
inside their jagged walls, estimating 
the weight of this or that large stone, 
it was no longer merely a matter of 
faith in texts and pictures, which 
we call knowledge. 
Revisiting Britain last spring, 
with a stop at Tintern Abbey in 
Wales, I noticed the birds singing, 
resting on high fragments of walls, 
children in red jerseys emerging 
and disappearing among piles of 
gray, vines clinging, the pointed 
arches of the windows embracing 
subtly different formations of rain 
sky, depending where on the short 
wet grass I positioned myself. No 
abbey photographs composed quite 
the seq11ence that the camera in my 
head was accomplishing. 
The next day, Sunday, was Car-
diff, on the south coast of Wales, 
and the twelfth- and thirteenth-cen-
tury Llandaff Cathedral. So I was 
lingering in desolated Tintern by 
the light of worship at Llandaff, 
while also seeing in my mind Llan-
daff of the future shattered and 
quiet from some probable holocaust 
or neglect. Like Tintern, it had al-
ready experienced injury. Under 
Cromwell the nave was a beer-house 
and post office, the baptismal font 
a pig trough, and in 1941 a German 
landmine destroyed the roof and 
furnishings. 
I saw Time, you might say. Or, at 
this Eucharistic service during the 
annual Llandaff Festival, I felt Time, 
as Dylan Thomas of nearby Swan-
sea, felt Time: 
Time held me green and dying 
Though I sang in my chains like the sea. 
Or, I thought more about Time, 
singing a hymn by George Herbert, 
than usually, at home in Dogwood, 
in a church dedicated in 1959, I cus-
tomarily think about Time. Time, 
said W. H . Auden, 
Worships language and forgives 
Everyone by whom it lives ; 
Pardons cowardice, conceit, 
Lays its honours at their feet. 
Time worships language. Time for-
gives those by whom language lives. 
Time lays its honors at the feet of 
those who keep language alive. And, 
of course, to keep language alive 
means more than using the things 
of language that we have-more 
than recognizing and remembering 
the fine things that King James and 
Herbert and Auden have given us. 
It means making new things to live 
among the old, as Llandaff Cathed-
ral, an undistinguished piece of 
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Unless Time itself dies, or tongues and hands are cauterized, certain stories 
and even certain strict verbal formulations will move from person to person. 
architecture, was enhanced in the 
1950s with a striking piece of sculp-
ture (the "Majestas" by Sir Jacob 
Epstein) that stands above the mid-
dle of the nave on a great concrete 
parabolic arch. 
Tintern Abbey itself does not 
appear in the Wordsworth poem 
"Lines Composed a Few Miles 
Above Tintern Abbey." Henry 
James, in his darkly meditative 
story, "The Altar of the Dead," does 
not tell us the name of the Roman 
Catholic church in London (in some 
neighborhood also unidentified) 
where his protagonist for years 
maintains a private chapel full of 
candles. And, in "Church Going," 
one of the dozen most famous poems 
written in England since the war 
that struck Llandaff and Coventry, 
Philip Larkin does not name the 
church, the "accoutred frowsty 
barn," that he happens to enter one 
day while bicycling. Or say where 
in all of England he is. 
One can't object to Wordsworth 
misleading us in his title, or to the 
absent identification in the James 
story and the Larkin poem. In each 
case the art is perfect, if by "perfect" 
we mean that we have been so 
pleased by the thing as it is, as long 
as we have known it, that we do not 
want its present state, its power to 
please us, to be altered. We don't 
know whether the feelings Larkin 
reports are precisely the feelings he 
had, if the place is real. But it all 
rings true, and certain of the lines 
are so perfectly true to everything 
we have both known and expe-
rienced that we can't withhold con-
sent. 
I think of the last stanza, where 
Larkin, librarian at the University 
of Hull in Yorkshire, deals subtly 
with one of the many possible mean-
ings of a church building. He has 
just been speculating that some day 
in England belief may die, giving 
way to mere superstition, which may 
also die. When that time is reached, 
knowledge of the original purpose 
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of this "barn," a knowledge sustained 
in part by the imperfect lore of su-
perstition, will die. What's left will 
be the thing itself, the building and 
the site: the stone of the fabric and 
the stones of the churchyard, and 
almost no vestiges of thought about 
the thing. 
Death, contra John 
Donne, will not die, and 
the symbolism of stones 
(objects marking burials) 
is a vestige of thought 
~hat will not die. Death 
will remain a serious fact. 
Having said this , he recognizes a 
thing that will not die. Death , con-
tra John Donne, will not die, and the 
symbolism of stones (objects mark-
ing burials) is a vestige of thought 
that will not die . Death will remain 
a serious fact. Thus the tombstones 
will tell the ignorant man of a later 
age, an age deprived of both faith 
and superstition, that this place, 
this church, was some sort of "seri-
ous" place. And because it expresses 
that single message, it will never be 
obsolete, 
Since someone will forever be surprising 
A hunger in himself to be more se rious. 
Auden twice, in the quatrain 
quoted, uses religious language to 
speak of Time. Time, the grand in-
carcerator for Dylan Thomas- a 
very serious thing indeed- "wor-
ships" and "pardons." This is con-
ventional personification ("The 
heavens declare the glory of God"), 
but also the idea so interesting to 
Shakespeare, namely that one abso-
lute of the universe, Time, can be 
thought of as perpetually in obei-
sance to human beings. Time, that 
is, may not decisively efface human 
memory and human efforts at tran-
scribing. Unless Time itself dies, or 
tongues and hands are cauterized, 
certain stories and even certain 
strict verbal formulations will move 
from person to person, generation 
to generation, never quite dis-
appearing, even if in some silent 
spring the birds do not return. 
Still , Larkin has it (contra Auden) 
that stories will in fact die. Because 
if people of the future, beyond be-
lief and beyond superstition, will 
not know what a church building 
was for , that means that the old 
poems have died. The most famous 
poem in English is set in the shadow 
of a church; Gray's "Elegy" in fact 
briefly alludes to the architecture 
of the typical English parish church, 
its "ivy-mantled tower," "long-drawn 
aisle," and "fretted vault." Coler-
idge's "Frost at Midnight" will have 
vanished, with its 
old church-tower. 
Whose bells. the poor man's only music. 
rang 
From morn to evening. all the hot Fair-
day. 
So sweetl y. that they stirred and hau nted 
me 
With a wild pleasure, fa lling on mine ear 
Most like articu late sounds of things to 
come! 
We would be back to stones, and the 
power imputed to stones to rouse 
from some deep universal human 
core a desire to meditate on the fact 
of death. 
It is quite interesting that Larkin 
ends as he does: 
A serious house on serious earth it is, 
In whose blent air all ou r compulsions 
meet. 
Are recognised , and robed as destinies. 
And that much never can be obsolete. 
Since someone wi ll forever be surpri sing 
A hunger in himself to be more serious. 
And gravitating with it to this ground , 
Which . he once heard, was proper to grow 
wise in. 
If only that so many dead lie round . 
The argument has to do with more 
than death. The church, says Larkin, 
is the one building in which for a 
long time three serious human 
events- birth, marriage, death (pre-
vious stanza, not quoted)-were 
enlarged by special attention. These 
innate compulsions are not to be 
disdained as merely physical, 
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A church may still be a place for the stiff-
necked to be gently soothed into a weekly trance. 
naked. They are to be clothed, but 
more than clothed: glorified, 
"robed." 
Well, Larkin belongs to Britain, 
one wants to say, because he depicts 
the most durable of landscapes, a 
landscape of stones. He fashions 
them into a church, and the church's 
long-drawn aisle, like a piece of a 
Roman road, stretches in two direc-
tions, toward past and future. Col-
eridge, likewise; the bells themselves 
may be old , but they seem to speak 
not of what's past, and passing, but 
to come. 
It was not God I was 
feeling; it certainly 
was curiosity as to 
what son of man on 
earth had made that 
merely perfect music. 
These present days, in any region 
from the temperate zone northward, 
one meaning of a church building 
is a very expensive place to heat . 
Also in these days of bitter exclu-
sivists who want only King James, 
Common Prayer, and Latin Mass, a 
church may still be a place for the 
stiff-necked to be gently soothed 
into a weekly trance. A trance may 
be a blessed state, perhaps one of our 
human compulsions. Still, I'm in-
clined "to rank among our more 
splendid human compulsions the 
five durable senses that can shatter 
our trances with the noise of serious 
poems and serious worship. 
I recall, for example, learning at 
age six or eight, with Coleridge's 
wild pleasure, that I had ears. It 
happened in the balcony at Trinity, 
where old, deaf Mr. H. was playing 
the organ postlude. He played it, 
this solemn man, with a rare aban-
don that I recall only one other time, 
when at the piano in our classroom 
years later (he also taught grades 
six through eight) he was suddenly 
possessed to pound out "Dixie." He 
did that with terrific rhythm and 
vigor, this pious sexagenarian who 
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otherwise humorlessly hectored us 
on the sinfulness of "ragtime." But 
in church this one time he was put-
ting a great deal of perhaps pent-up 
feeling into a piece of music I had 
never heard and did not know the 
name of. 
We had to walk directly behind 
the organ bench, from one side of 
the balcony to the other, to get to 
the stairs, and I remember walking 
very slowly. It was necessary to 
gaze up high at the music on the 
rack to read the name of the piece 
being played-almost unbearably 
lovely, almost transfiguring air into 
gold or sunlight. It was not God I 
was feeling; it certainly was curiosity 
as to what son of man on earth had 
made that merely perfect music. It 
was explanation in advance of what 
"Time worships" means. It was 
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring" rever-
berating from those walls of nine-
teenth-century brick and stenciled 
paint. Time worships Bach, and his 
glorious loud company. 
The very stones in the walls, said 
Habakkuk, would cry out in rage 
against those who only take, take, 
take. Somewhere else, in wisdom 
preserved or forgotten, must be a 
vigorous passage about stones that 
sing with joy-over those who give. 
The master builder, composer, 
sculptor, architect, poet, storyteller, 
putting the finishing keystone into 
a new work, a gift to the ages. 
From Dogwood, yours faithfully, 
c.v. c: 
Terms of Entrapment? 
Richard Maxwell 
The widow and the former astro-
naut converse. He explains that he 
thought of inviting her to a White 
House dinner. He describes the so-
cial pressures that led him to this 
decision. One of his usual dates 
would not be acceptable. She would 
be too young: he would get too many 
nasty glances from the wives of the 
other astronauts. What he needs is 
someone older. Unfortunately the 
dinner was cancelled. But would she 
have come with him if it had not 
been? This monologue has a struc-
ture . The widow doesn't know 
whether she appreciates the struc-
ture or not. She can hardly decide 
whether she is attracted or offended. 
Their haggling continues. The 
widow complains that he's playing 
with her and he responds: that's 
right, I'm playing with you-do you 
want to play, Aurora? 
Is the astronaut playing with the 
widow as a cat plays with a mouse 
or as one cat plays with another? 
Perhaps this question remains sec-
ondary for the moviegoer at Terms 
of Endearment. After all, his atten-
tion is focused on so many other 
matters. The widow's daughter is 
Richard Maxwell teaches English at 
Valparaiso University and serves as 
regular film critic for The Cresset. 
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leading a hard, vital life married to 
a worthless English professor. 
There's food for thought here. The 
daughter (Emma) and the widow 
(Aurora) cannot get on either with 
or without each other. Characters 
begin to accumulate around these 
central ones: the astronaut (Garrett), 
an amorous banker, Emma's best 
friend, her two little boys. There are 
many fine performances; there is a 
story directed to a real question-
on what terms do people love or 
allow themselves to be loved? The 
mind finds itself occupied. And yet 
some viewers-myself among 
them-will return to the question 
posed by the widow and turned 
against her by her wooer. Are you 
playing with me, Garrett? Do you 
want to play, Aurora? 
There are certain books, 
movies, plays and so 
forth which elicit a 
great range and intensity 
of activity but which are 
nonetheless hard to love. 
The question of human respon-
siveness is frequently raised in the 
film. Aurora is going to give Emma 
a wedding present-perhaps the 
little Renoir?- but can't bring her-
self to do so: she hates the groom. 
Mother and daughter have a falling-
out which persists to some degree 
throughout the story. This theme 
of communication abruptly or pre-
maturely cut off reappears in a scene 
between Emma and her husband, 
the well-named Flap. Flap's been 
out all night: where was he? Disin-
genuous Flap is quite evasive. He 
tells Emma that she is just nervous, 
just imagining things. After all, she's 
usually this way in the early stages 
of pregnancy. Emma replies that if 
he's lying, he's sunk to the meanest 
level possible for a human being, 
and can only redeem himself by tell-
ing the truth right now- at which 
point Aurora calls and Flap grate-
fully answers. 
A conversation has to have two 
sides. The story keeps telling us so, 
and I suppose we believe. But what 
about Term.s of Endearment: can we 
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imagine ourselves conversing with 
the film itself? Taken literally the 
question is meaningless. We do not 
converse with movies, no more than 
with novels, poems, or any artistic 
work. However, there is a context 
in which this metaphor makes sense. 
The notion of conversing with a 
work emerges from the rhetorical 
theory of fiction. 
If we read the classic works on the 
subject, we discover that the writing 
of fiction necessitates rhetorical 
manipulation. The ordering of 
events in a narrative, the framing of 
characters on a screen, the presence 
or absence of an authorial voice: all 
these devices shape an audience's 
attitudes. The most complete case 
for this position is made in Wayne 
Booth's The Rhetoric of Fiction. Booth 
demonstrates conclusively that we 
are manipulated by novels, stories, 
and other fictions. A good reader or 
viewer will distinguish among dif-
ferent degrees of manipulative skill. 
He will recognize that the refusal to 
manipulate-the attempt to stand 
back at an objective distance, as 
Joyce tried to do in Portrait of the 
Artist-invites chaos rather than 
clarity.1 Having assented to each of 
these propositions, he will then con-
front oPe further difficulty. Aside 
from the important but hardly in-
clusive criterion of skill, we must 
agree to put ourselves under the 
influence of some particular work. 
It is difficult to say what makes us 
willing or unwilling to do this. 
Booth himself appears to have 
grasped the problem, but did not 
fully engage it until some years after 
he published The Rhetoric of Fiction. 
Rhetoric appeared in 1961; in 1980 
came an essay on the unusual sub-
ject of friendship as a critical meta-
phor. Here Booth suggests that one's 
relation to a work of fiction can be 
compared with one's relation to a 
friend. This comparison takes four 
different forms, or as Booth puts the 
case, "Reading activity and the plea-
sure it gives can vary first in the 
sheer quantity of operations we are 
1 See Th e Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1961 ), chap. 11: 
"The Price of Impersonal Narration , I." 
asked to perform; next, in the de-
gree of responsibility given the 
reader, what we might call the reci-
procity between author and reader; 
thirdly, in the intensity of the activ-
ity required; and finally, in the kind, 
or range of kinds, of activities."2 
While "reciprocity" can become a 
buzzword -note the caution of 
Booth's "what we might call"-it 
suggests an essential kind of expe-
rience, one hard to define in relation 
to artworks without sounding stupid. 
There are certain books, movies, 
plays, and so forth which elicit a 
great range and intensity of activity 
but which are nonetheless hard to 
love. Something is missing: perhaps 
a little space to breathe in. We may 
not want the author to step so far 
back from his work that he seems to 
abrogate all responsibility for it, 
except as a presenter of facts. We 
may not want to feel like his puppets 
either. There are many different 
ways to strike a balance. What, how-
ever, do we say to a film which pre-
tends to be opening up a big, inclu-
sive, quirky, fascinating world and 
then-in its last half-hour-puts 
everything exactly in its place ... 
exactly? 
Terms of Endearment 
relies on a group of 
excellent actors to 
create the sense of a 
big, bustling country. 
Terms of Endearment relies on a 
group of excellent actors to create 
the sense of a big, bustling country. 
The film, it appears, is conceived in 
the spirit of Emma-the girl who 
loves life, who accepts it all, who 
thrives on it no matter what. We 
may worry a little about the charac-
ter of Emma: we may wonder 
whether tomboys grow into earth-
mothers, especially when they have 
real mothers like Aurora. All the 
same, this messy, lively world comes 
across effectively. 
2'"The Way I Loved George Eliot' : Friend-
ship With Books as a Neglected Critical 
Metaphor," The Kenyon Review, N.S ., 2 
(Spring 1980). 10. 
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The problem begins when Emma 
gets cancer. People have complained 
about the suddenness of this tum-
about. The director has defended it 
on the grounds of his own emotional 
response when he read the novel on 
which the film is based. There is a 
much better-and much more tell-
ing-rationale for such a plot twist. 
Everything in Terms of Endearment 
prepares us for Emma's cancer. 
One example will stand for many. 
The astronaut, Garrett, is among the 
most memorable characters in the 
film. Jack Nicholson's performance 
is brilliant, giving new life to all his 
old routines and sometimes going 
beyond them. Garrett's irrelevance 
is a good part of his impact. He in-
trudes into Aurora's neat little world. 
He is unassimilable. It is therefore 
disturbing to realize that Garrett is 
in this movie to prepare Aurora for 
her daughter's fatal illness. Garrett 
Breedlove. Yes, that's right. Garrett 
will teach Aurora how to love, in 
order that she may have an effective 
death-scene with poor Emma. Even 
Garrett is made to take his place. 
One of the last scenes in Terms of 
Endearment sums up the problem 
posed by this frustrating movie. 
Emma is having her final conversa-
tion with her two little boys. The 
older one is sullen: for the last year 
he has been acting as though he 
hates his mother and he now con-
tinues to do so. In order to com-
municate with him at all, she must 
act out both sides of their conversa-
tion, arguing that he will suffer guilt 
later for having sulked at this mo-
ment, and forgiving him for the 
guilt that he does not yet but pre-
sumably will experience. 
Tenns of Endearment makes me 
feel like that unfortunate child. 
Mommy is talking to me. Mommy is 
telling me what I feel now, what I 
will feel later, and forgiving me for 
my various inadequacies. Perhaps 
the audience which mommy has 
assumed- which mommy has in-
deed created-is really out there. 
Or perhaps in some cases it is not. 
In either case, the movie has become 
a mechanism for forcing various 
emotions upon us. But the movie, 
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unlike Emma, has established no 
genuinely urgent reason to do so. 
Any rhetorical theory of narra-
tive must include accounts of manip-
ulation and reciprocity alike. Tra-
ditionally, the emphasis has been 
on the former, which means that 
certain works (the collected novels 
of Henry Fielding) get much atten-
tion while other works (the collected 
novels of Charles Dickens) don't.3 
Booth's excellent essay on friend-
ship might do something to rectify 
the situation. 
His essay can certainly help us 
with Terms of Endearment, a movie 
which affirms an expansive, inclu-
sive approach to life as a cover for 
sheer narrative compulsiveness. 
What's the use in introducing a 
powerful character if you're going to 
use him as nothing but a plot-func-
tion? Terms of Endearment practices 
this kind of trick in a way that has a 
powerful but dubious appeal. How-
ever, it is possible to tell stories of 
other sorts, even at a moment when 
everyone longs for reassuring. au-
thority. There is preachiness and 
then there is preachiness. I look for-
ward to seeing a film about modern 
America which might just conceiv-
ably tolerate my talking back. Any-
one want to play? Cl 
3Th is is not an attack on Henry Fielding. The 
fact remains , his rhetorical skills are so over-
whelming we can concentrate on them for a 
long. long time without having to think 
about much else. By comparison, Dickens' 
novels are big messes. Even the most elegant 
of them-Bleak House, let us say-appeared 
to contemporaries as no more ordered than 
a crowded street in London. The apposite 
comparison , for my present purposes , might 
be between Terms of Endearment and The 
Old Curiosity Shop. two works obsessed with 
the pathos of a young woman's death. Dick· 
ens manipulates and preaches shamelessly . 
But he also does a lot more. Terms of En· 
dearment preaches and manipulates under-
cover. It ends up doing nothing else. 
The Widow of Zarephath 
(My world, a crabbed war zone of oddities, 
is all atwitter over women priests-
or "ministers" where this hat hangs. Fat feasts 
it means for publishers, criss-crossing "t"s 
and overloading "i"s. Once more the boisterous 
fashions shout aside the still small voice.) 
The Dutch doors of my mother's life 
are swinging shut. Below 
there lingers only dusk, above 
still shows a gentle light 
which seems-the mind's eye waked-to grow 
as darkness dims to night. · 
My wife, my Martha, hardly stops 
when stopped, her mind is care-
filled: children, plans, details of things 
just done, half done, to do. 
Ten years it took, sharp pain, despair, 
to see she's Mary too. 
My first-grade daughter is a frame 
roughed out-long months to fill 
the vacant arches of her jaw, 
short years to build her right. 
She calls great toil from me, whose skill 





Then and Now 
Dot Nuechterlein 
It seems that I am at the stage of 
life when reunions-high school, 
college, family, other groups-hap-
pen with alarming frequency. At 
least the prospect of a reunion can 
be somewhat alarming; one hesitates 
to commit oneself to a day or a week-
end of what might become a maud-
lin exercise in trying to relive the 
past in the company of friends-
turned -strangers. 
I finished college five years after 
leaving high school, so my 20th and 
25th class reunions came within a 
few weeks of one another. With a 
few poignant exceptions most of my 
long-ago friends and acquaintances 
have grown into peaceful, contented 
middle age, and I am delighted to 
have had the opportunity to have 
spent the time with them. I also 
came away with a few things to think 
about. 
We played the two favorite games 
of all alumni, "Remember When" 
and "Who's Where," and we tried 
to compress several decades into a 
few short hours of catching up. It 
was amazing how quickly many of 
us seemed to be able to pick up near-
ly where we had left off. 
That was easiest with the college 
crew. This suggested to me that 
young adulthood is perhaps a more 
settled period of life than is adoles-
cence. Whereas many secondary 
students still experiment with their 
personalities, more (though not all) 
undergraduates have begun to be-
come themselves, the selves they will 
carry into the emerging future. 
Thus the change from then to now 
is minor. 
In our society we tend to find 
answers to some of life's questions-
Who am I ? What will I do with my-
self? With whom should I share my 
life?-during the late teens and 
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early twenties. It seems reasonable 
that those who share such formative 
years will feel kinship with one an-
other onward into time. Such an 
age cohort will also have been in-
fluenced by a common culture, 
having sung the same songs, fol-
lowed identical fads and fashions, 
laughed at similar jokes, shuddered 
alike at specific historical incidents. 
Once our parents didn't understand 
us and now our children don't, but 
age-mates are better able to know 
and accept some of the foundations 
for our opinions and actions. 
Old friends meeting again tell 
each other wonderful lies. "Sure, I 
remember" is a social nicety, as peo-
ple rummage through their mem-
ories trying desperately to recap-
ture a face or a scene. "You don't 
look a day older" is a harmless, uni-
versal fib, often accompanied by 
hearty laughs signifying that "we all 
know it isn't true, but let's pretend 
anyway." 
On the other hand, the statement 
"You look terrific" is apt to be gen-
uine. Despite America's glorifica-
tion of youth , we come to recognize 
that attractiveness is not solely a 
function of smooth skin and firm 
flesh, but that vitality, serenity, and 
yes, character play a role. There 
may be more pounds and less hair 
evident as the years go by, but these 
need not camouflage the fundament-
al well-being of the person behind 
the face with lines in it. Given the 
choice, in fact, most adults readily 
admit that while they might like to 
look younger again, they would 
rather not go back and live through 
the traumas of youth all over. 
By the way, it is my impression 
that females are much more recog-
nizable twenty or more years later 
than are males. Girls do mature ear-
lier than boys, of course, and young 
women tend to develop lifelong 
grooming habits sooner than do 
young men. Whether these matter I 
cannot say, but I have been pro-
foundly surprised by the looks of a 
number of fellows I once knew 
(pleasantly so, I might add), while 
most of the sisters match my mind-
pictures very well . 
Being around people who knew 
us way back when can show us as-
pects of ourselves and our past of 
which we may not be conscious. 
Once my brother and I were telling 
our young children about an inci-
dent that had taken place when we 
were their age; I was fascinated by 
the fact that his memory of the occa-
sion and mine were quite different! 
Not contradictory, that is, but he 
remembered parts of the episode I 
had forgotten, and vice versa. It was 
as though we had lived two separate 
experiences together. 
Similarly, college friends have 
told me years later of being affected 
by things I had said or done, things 
I could not now recall at all. There 
remains the eerie feeling of having 
lived through a number of events 
without really having been there. 
Besides recapturing the past, old 
friends serve to re-affirm one an-
other as survivors in the game of 
human existence; but everyone faces 
changes and setbacks along the way, 
and it isn't always easy to retain a 
sense of continuity about oneself. In 
my generation hardly any of us are 
doing today what we expected to 
back when we planned our careers 
and lives; many have been touched 
by the three big D's of Disappoint-
ment, Divorce, or Death; yet we find 
one another not so different from 
what we were before. 
We also can remind one another 
that school days were a wonderful, 
woul dn 't-ha ve-missed-i t-for-any-
thing period, but life goes on and-
dare we say it aloud?-even im-
proves. It was fun being a kid, but it 
is ultimately more satisfying to be 
a grown-up. 
If you have an anniversary cele-
bration coming up, whether your 
first or fiftieth , take my advice and 
go. You might find there both your 
past and your present. ~~ 
The Cresset 
